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ILWU President Jame
ur International Conventions
are traditionally a time when
we review and assess where we
have been and what we have done in
the last three years. What were the
challenges posed to us? Who were the
adversaries we faced? How did we do?
What were our successes and what can
we learn from them to continue to
make accomplishments? Where did we
fall short and how can we do better?
They say that hindsight is 20-20.
We are going to need that kind of clarity as we envision the kinds of programs this union needs for the future
during this Convention. The lives of all
ILWU members will be affected by the
decisions we make here, decisions
about how we defend our gains and
extend our influence, decisions about
how we will share those responsibilities and how we will finance our programs.
Because the ILWU is a democratic
rank and file union, you, the elected
delegates from all the locals and
regions, have a heavy responsibility to
make the right choices. This task is all
the more difficult because we have just
one short week to complete it. I urge
all of you to dig into your committee
work and hammer out the best programs and resolutions you can. Your
members and your union are counting
on you.
ILWU International President James Spinosa
There is no way we begin to make
an assessment of the last three years
rity legislation is twisted to harass individual longwithout taking a long, hard look at our
recent longshore contract struggle, easily the shore workers, to diminish our power on the docks
biggest battle the ILWU has faced in more than 50 and to chip away at our jurisdiction, reducing the
years. Most of what we learned from it can be jobs that should be ours. As the new security measures are put in place, we must make sure the
applied across the board to the rest of the union.
This time around the employers had planned
an all out assault on us. They lined up not only all
the steamship and stevedoring companies in the
Pacific Maritime Association and the major retailers, they got Bush and most of the Republicans in
Congress to side with them against us.
We moved quickly to rally our friends in
Congress and in state governments to come to our
defense. Those timely actions helped blunt the
most extreme moves against us. The Bush administration was forced to drop its plans to send the
military to seize West Coast docks and to publicly
deny it ever threatened or planned to do so.
Pending legislation to take away the ILWU's rights
to collective bargaining and to strike or to break up
our coastwise contract never made it to the floor.
The only weapon Bush had left to use against
us was the Taft-Hartley injunction. But when the
employers tried to use the injunction's prohibition
against slowdowns to break the union, our friends
in state governors' houses and legislatures and in
local governments raised and legitimized our realistic safety concerns, helping us dodge that bullet. inspection and scrutiny doesn't focus on the
But it was a close call, too close for comfort. American workers moving cargo or on productivity,
Our enemies are not done with us. The employers but on the containers, their seals and the record
are unhappy that they missed a good chance to keeping and data input so we may properly track
cripple the ILWU and haven't given up their plot- their routes.
Another point the longshore contract fight highting. The Republicans are stronger than before,
2002
the
in
Congress
of
houses
lighted is the difficulty of maintaining our health
having seized both
elections. The political climate had gotten worse and welfare benefits. For months this was the sole
with the war on Iraq and heightened security con- issue on the table. The employers had legitimate
cerns being used more and more to restrict work- concerns about the skyrocketing costs of health
care. In the long run, we maintained our benefits.
ers' rights.
Right now the employers and the Republicans But the costs to employers over the six year contract
are cynically using the terrorist threat and the will more than double. It will get harder and harder
need for security to weaken the ILWU. They are to bargain these benefits in the future.
Warehouse Locals 6 and 17 are finding the
working overtime to see that legitimate port secu-
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When docker unions
around the world broadcast their support for us,
the employers took
notice. They had to
worry where in the world
they might get hit and
how often.

www.ilwu.org
Steve Stallone

same problem as they go into their
negotiations on the Master Freight
Agreement. Employers are resistant to
paying more and more for health care
and are proposing reduced benefits
and higher co-pays. This is a problem
in every contract the ILWU negotiations in every industry. It is so bad that
even our longshore employers signed a
letter of understanding to work with
us on the only real solution—a national single-payer health care program.
Bush and the Republican Congress
will never give us national health care.
In fact, every single legislative priority
we have, they oppose.
That is why the single biggest challenge ahead for the ILWU and the
entire American labor movement is
defeating Bush and the right-wing,
anti-worker members of Congress in
the 2004 elections. We will be constantly on the defensive and constantly losing ground as long as they run the government. Things are bad now, but if we
fail in 2004, the labor movement will
face a real nightmare—a second term
Bush who can slash and burn workers
without ever having to worry about
another election.
This will not be an easy fight. Even
though the economy is tanking, workers are losing their health care and
pensions in droves and more jobs were
lost in the first two years of Bush's
Tom Price
term than in any other two year period
in American history, Bush has kept
people's attention diverted with war
and terrorism. And the election is only one and a
half years away. We cannot start working on this
too soon.
We have to begin with membership education,
explaining the issues clearly to our own people.
Then we need to mobilize our members out into
their communities to register voters and go doorto-door and talk to their neighbors about the
issues.
We need to do this through our locals and
through our District Councils, the political and legislative groups of the ILWU in each area. They are
already organized and experienced at this work.
At the same time the ILWU International will
be working with the national AFL-CIO, the locals
and the District Councils should coordinate their
electoral work with their AFL-CIO's state labor
federations and their Central Labor Councils. They
will help coordinate the activities of all the unions
in the area so our work compliments and advances
each others', rather than become redundant.
It is an unfortunate fact that political action
requires money. We need to not only staff and operate our legislative office in Washington, D.C. and
send rank and filers to the Capitol to lobby, we
need to contribute money to pro-worker politicians. They have to run for reelection and ward off
challenges by better funded pro-business candidates or they won't be around to help us. The law
requires that union donations come from a voluntary fund, so this makes our task so much harder.
We would like each member to make a $50 per
year voluntary political action contribution to the
ILWU's Political Action Fund. For some of our higher paid members $50 per year is not going to be
much of a sacrifice, especially for the protection of
their jobs and future we are working to maintain.
For others, it will be a real strain. I hope that those
who can afford will volunteer to give more to cover
for those who can't. And I hope that those who can't
give $50 will come as close to it as they can.

The-IIISPAUTHER
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Spinosa's Keynote Address
the Columbia River area that has become an active
part of the ILWU family. But we need to expand
Local 5 to strengthen it. We are currently hiring a
new organizer to do that.
Warehouse Local 17 in Sacramento just beat
back a major challenge to its jurisdiction that
almost cost many members their jobs. A group of
local citizens had an initiative on the ballot to
restrict industrial uses at the Port of Sacramento.
But Local 17 defeated it through old-fashioned
rank-and-file organizing and with the help of the
longshore locals in the area. Still, they are facing
runaway warehouses and are trying to respond
with organizing too.
Besides negotiating the Master Freight
Agreement, warehouse Local 6 is also continuing
its organizing in the courier industry. They have
two messenger companies under contract, but
maintaining standards is difficult when other
employers are ruthlessly undercutting them. So
Local 6 is working with not-yet-organized messengers to enforce wage and hour laws to keep employers from dragging down standards.
Our Marine Division, the IBU, is also being
pressured by cheaper non-union operations, owned
in many cases by the same companies that have
IBU contracts, and by other unions willing to
undercut IBU standards. Their largest employer,
the Washington State Ferry system, is looking at
privatizing part of the system. Our union has a
major political and public relations struggle on our
hands to keep those jobs and maintain the good
standards of the IBU contract.
Our people in Hawaii tourism have seen their
industry get a double dose of bad times—first with
September 11 and then with the war on Iraq.
They've been hit with layoffs and concessionary
bargaining, but are still organizing and fighting to
nities to new, young leaders.
Many of our veteran leaders will be retiring maintain their standards.
In all these places around the union we need to
soon, especially in the Longshore Division where
they'll be taking advantage of the retirement use not just the example of the longshore contract,
incentives in the new contract. We need to impart but the power and stature of the ILWU to raise our
their experience and wisdom to the younger people members up toward that standard.
There's another lesson we learned again last
before they go.
At the same time, our pensioners are a mother year that I hoped we didn't need to learn another
lode of experience that needs more mining. Locals time. Our jobs are dangerous. Between March 2002
need to tap into that wealth of wisdom in their area and March 2003 the ILWLT lost eight people to onthe-job accidents. This is way beyond any average
pensioner associations.
The International Officers and the Coast and is not acceptable.
Today, April 28, is Workers Memorial Day, the
Committee plan to continue their commitment to
set aside by AFL-CIO unions to remember
day
the
of
more
member education. We will be holding
popular the Leadership Education And Develop- workers who have died on the job, the victims of
ment trainings, the LEAD Institutes, and the semi- the relentless need for productivity at any cost. The
nars in union administration for local Secretary- day's motto is: "Mourn for the dead. Fight for the
Treasurers and Trustees. Other seminars on the living."
I would now like to read off a list of the names
longshore contract are also being prepared.
The ILWU has never been one of the larger of those eight men and their locals, as well as those
Internationals in the labor movement. It has been of several other members who died on the job over
the breadth of the rank and file's commitment and the last three years. Then I would like a moment of
activism that has made the IBM so strong. That's silence in their honor.
a tradition we have to work to keep, but it's worth it.
John Prohoroff, Local 94
Throughout the longshore struggle, when
Mario Gonzalez, Local 26
employers, politicians and the media attacked us
Richard Peters, Local 14
for our good wages and benefits, we always replied
Lopez, Jr., Local 46
Richie
for
standard
the
set
longshore
contract
the
that
Rudy Acosta, Local 26
other union contracts in the country. Within our
Elmer Chin, Local 18
own union the majority of our members in other
Rick Lynch, Local 4
industries are not doing as well.
Douglas Lunceford, Local 24
hurting,
seriously
is
Our Warehouse Division
Don Clovis, IBU, Puget Sound Region
with many of the houses dealing with runaway
Rufus Martin, IBU, Puget Sound Region
shops and cheaper competition from non-union
houses. Our response to this must be organizing.
It is at times like these, when I think of these
We must move to help rebuild Southern
men
and their families, that I get offended when
International
Our
26.
Local
warehouse
California
Organizing Dept. is already moving on this. We are employers say we gimmick safety for a slowdown.
hiring new organizers and scouting new targets,
especially along the Alameda Corridor where the
expansion of the Ports of Los Angeles and Long
Beach has sprouted new warehouses and opened
new opportunities for us.
In the last year warehouse Local 9 in Seattle
lost about half its members when the Hasbro Toys
warehouse closed. Local 9 is hurting so bad they
could not even afford to send a delegation to this
Convention. Again, organizing is the only answer
and the local's officers and our International
Organizing Department are looking at where new
work is expanding in their jurisdiction and making
plans to go after it.
We had great success three years ago helping
the Powell's Books workers organize and get a contract. We now have a warehouse local, Local 5, in

I know that what I am asking from you and
your members is a heavy burden. But the load is
lighter if everyone helps.
One of the other problems we veterans of the
ILWU see is the need for member education. Many
of our new members, unlike in the past, don't come
from an ILWU or union background. Often they
are not familiar with the history, traditions and culture of the ILWU. We need to find new ways for
them to be handed down. And we have to take seriously our responsibility to train and give opportu-

Our Warehouse Division
is seriously hurting, with
many of the houses
dealing with runaway
shops and cheaper
competition from nonunion houses. Our
response to this must be
organizing.

Bush and the Republican
Congress will never give
us national health care.
In fact, every single
legislative priority we
have, they oppose.

There's one last lesson
we learned over the last
three years. It is something we already knew
and something we must
never forget. Nothing
works in this union without the rank and file's
involvement and
activism.
But the ILWU will not back down from fighting for
the living, for strengthening and enforcing our
safety regulations. And we'll do it in memory of
those we've lost.
Another thing the Longshore struggle showed
us was the importance of union solidarity, especially in times of conflict. We assured that we had
friends in the right places with the historic pact we
made with the East Coast Longshore workers in
the ILA and with the Teamsters. These were the
unions we needed covering our backs.
After all the help we gave the ILA around the
Charleston Five struggle, the employers knew they
would be there when we called. And when Teamster
President James Hoffa sat down at our negotiating
table and told the employers that if they picked a
fight with the ILWU, they were picking a fight with
the Teamsters, they got the message.
And then there was the tremendous moral and
material assistance the AFL-CIO gave us. When
AFL-CIO Secretary-Treasurer Richard Trumka sat
at the negotiating table day after day, week after
week, banging at the employers, they got the message that the entire American labor movement was
with us. When you have friends like these, you can
hold out for victory.
Another thing our successes in the longshore
fight proved again was how invaluable our international union relations are. When docker unions
around the world broadcast their support for us,
the employers took notice. They had to worry
where in the world they might get hit and how
often.
The employers do their intelligence gathering
and they know the respect and solidarity the ILWU
gets around the world. Our work with the
International Transport Workers' Federation, for
seafarers and dockers, is well known, like our help
with the Australian dockworkers just a few years
ago. When Paddy Crumlin of the Maritime Union
of Australia sent letters to our employers saying
the MUA was standing behind us, they never
doubted it for a moment.
Paddy is here with us today—stand up, Paddy.
Paddy will be speaking Tuesday.
The ILWU's role in establishing the militant
International Dockworkers Council also gave the
employers pause. They knew these unions would
never let the ILWU down.
Our borax locals—the miners of Local 30 out in
the Mojave Desert and the processors of Local 20 in
Wilmington, are affiliated with the International
Chemical, Energy and Miners federation. This is
important because their employer, Rio Tinto, is the
biggest and most anti-union mining company in
the world.
And there's one last lesson we learned over the
last three years. It is something we already knew
and something we must never forget. Nothing
works in this union without the rank and file's
involvement and activism.
Let's have a great Convention and let's move
this great union forward.
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Sharing perspectives and solidarity
Convention delegates heard from labor and political leaders
RICHARD TRUMKA, AFL-CIO SECRETARY-TREASURER
The country needs to know that without union members in steady, strong resistance, the wealthy, the corporations
and the conservative ideologues will pull us even further and further to the right. They will create a society where greed
overwhelms need, where dollars replace ballots and where monopoly overwhelms competition, and where censorship
replaces debate. Brothers and sisters, George W. Bush is taking us dangerously close to the rim of that cavern right now.
How do we respond to these threats? We must ratchet up to a new level our efforts to control corporate abuse and
power. We must vastly increase the skill of our organizers and the money and time that we are devoting to organizing
new members. We must organize and then organize some more. We must regain control of our government by removing George W. Bush and his allies from office.
Power is how you get things done in this country. We have to be relentless in our efforts and committed to winning
the war that is being waged against working families, just as the sons and daughters of our families have won the war
in Iraq. No matter where each of us stood with regard to that war, we must be united to make sure that when those
troops come home, they can find jobs that pay enough to raise their families.
You see, supporting our troops doesn't mean dancing around waving an American flag that happened to be made in
China. Supporting our troops means uniting so that their families can be protected by affordable and accessible health
care. It means uniting so that every man and woman among them can look forward to a secure retirement income, so
that every worker can exercise the right to join a union, so that every American can have the right to debate the issues
of the day, to dissent from the decisions that are made without hesitation, without intimidation, without retaliation, and
not just in times of peace, not just in times of plenty, not just at the right time, not just at the appropriate time, but any time we choose to and every time
that we chose to so that labor unites so we can organize together, unites so we can build power together, unites so we can exercise that power together, unite
sso we can stand together and win together.

U.S. REPRESENTATIVE BARBARA LEE
You know that George Bush and this administration do not stand for working men and women and do not believe
in the right to organize. We see in his budget how he attacks ordinary folks. We see where their budget cuts would
come. We should be pushing not only for an increase in the minimum wage, but we deserve and want a living wage.
The living wage should be part of an economic strategy in terms of economic stimulus...Working men and women put
their priorities on taking care of their families, educating their young people. Bush priorities go to tax cuts for the
wealthy. We've got to stop these corporate tax loopholes...The president said the $300 billion tax cut is "a little, bitty
tax cut." Please, Mr. President, it's not little bitty to working families. If that's where his priorities are, and we know
that's where they are, then we need to tell him in no uncertain terms it's time for him to go.

ILA CHARLESTON LOCAL 1442 PRESIDENT KEN RILEY
Like I always say when I come out here, it's good to be back in the United
States of America. Because where I come from in Charleston, South Carolina
it is a different world, a different country We come from the most anti-union,
anti-family, anti-worker, most racist and repressive state in the Union.
However, we're there in South Carolina, representing labor and doing the
very best we can to uphold the labor banner. You all know the struggle we
came through very recently. Make no mistake about it—there's no way we
could have accomplished what we did had it not been for the ILWU. No way
in the world.

RON CARVER, TEAMSTER PORT CAMPAIGN DIRECTOR
To those who boasted this was the time to take on the ILWU we made it
clear we have a partnership to put muscle behind the slogan "Unity on the
Waterfront." This partnership is a two-way street and we in the Teamsters
are grateful to President Spinosa and your Coast Committee and the
Longshore Caucus who have made it equally clear that your great union is
committed to ensuring that the exploitation of the port truck drivers will end.

CHUCK MACK, TEAMSTER INTERNATIONAL VICE PRESIDENT AND PRESIDENT OF JOINT COUNCIL 7
The battles continue. Last Saturday in Oakland we had a rally in front of the Port Building to protest the police
action against anti-war protesters and also the police response against ILWU members reporting to work. We marched
up to City Hall and conveyed very clearly to the police department and to the political powers within the City of
Oakland that we're not going to tolerate that...We've demanded of the city an independent investigation to look at
why such a forceful response...We need to find out why and how that happened, and we need to make sure it never
happens again.

ART PULASKI, CALIFORNIA LABOR FEDERATION EXECUTIVE SECRETARYTREASURER
It's time for universal health care for every man, woman and child in this
state. And we're going to start by saying every employer should pay for health
care for every worker, their spouse and their dependents. It's about goddam
time. It's not going to happen unless we as a trade union movement together
say that we demand it, not just for our members, but for everybody...The call
goes out in the battles over the election and health care and for every good
union person's contract. I'll see you in the streets for more.

CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR GRAY DAVIS
Since last March eight dockworkers lost their lives. it's very important
that the men and women who work on those docks and the containers that
are moved through those facilities are done in a safe and appropriate manner
and nobody should have to feel they're going to war just to earn a paycheck.
You should not have to put your life on the line when you show up everyday
to work in the ports.
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Word from the floor
Interviews by Marcy Rein / Photos by Steve Stallone*
As the ILWU's 32nd International Convention opened, The Dispatcher sought out a cross-section of delegates and asked them
about their hopes and expectations for the event. Then we checked back in after the last gavel to see how reality matched up.

JOE BREAKS, LOCAL 502, SURREY, BRITISH COLUMBIA, LONGSHORE WORKER, WESTPORT TERMINAL COAL DOCK
Breaks served as president of Local 502 several times in the 1970s and '80s and attended his last International Convention in 1977, the
year Harry Bridges retired.
"I want to see how the union has changed since I was real active," he said. "It will be interesting to see how we evolve with the new realities.
Afterwards Breaks observed, -The more things change, the more they remain the same.
"We're still strong, we're still together, even though we have issues. It's too bad that all the rank-and-file can't go to a convention at some
point. It's the strength of our union to be able to get together and see what's going on in each other's ports.
"They may look like different problems but they're the same everywhere. Globalization is pushing employers together more and that's
going to be a problem. People seemed content with the [Iongshore] contract, but I sense lots of urgency, and I think it's justifiable.
-Up here in Canada we've been ordered back to work during every contract negotiation except this last one. You guys are just starting down that road.
We've been through it. It's not nice to order your people back to work. You got a reprieve last year, but I hope the membership realizes that in 2007 it's going
to come down on you."
Breaks got out and walked along The Embarcadero a couple of evenings. "I found the corner where they [Nick Bordoise and Howard Sperry I were shot,
because that's where it all started. That was a highlight."

STAR MEDEIROS, LOCAL 142, FRONT OFFICE LEAD AGENT, WESTIN MAUI, CHAIR, UNIT 2505
Madeiros got her first job in an ILWU-represented hotel in 1973, while she was in high school. She was in her early 20s when she went
to her first International Convention.
"I was in over my head, and I got no direction then from my BA or officers. A lot of their attitude was,'We're giving back to you. You
work so hard, go have a good time. This is your party.' This year a lot of the first-timers just got it. They realized why we were there.
Hopefully they will be motivated to take the Convention program back to their unit."
This follow-through is critical, she said, particularly on political action. "We need people in government who will help us, not screw
us. That has always been our message. We got our ass kicked in the governor's race, but hopefully lessons were learned.
"Every convention we make resolutions, but then when we go home the money isn't put towards them, no one makes sure they're
carried out. So we'll see how it goes this time.
-This convention solidified what I already knew, that a lot of the resolutions taken concern the Longshore Division. They really set the direction. Their
attitude is, 'We're paying the highest per capita. Why don't you just agree?'
"But when all is said and done, there's camaraderie. There's still that respect, even for a hotel worker."
* Star Medetros photo by Mel Chang

ROBERT ROMERO, IBU SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA REGION AB, FOSS MARITIME TUG PATROLMAN
"For me it's all about organizing," Romero said. "We're being attacked on the federal level and more and more non-union companies
are setting up shop and eroding our conditions. My time in the IBU has mostly been spent on organizing. The whole ILWU needs to do
more. It's like a garden. If you don't cultivate it, it will wither and die.
"There was a lot of passion and dialog at the convention. We passed some resolutions. Everyone's hopes got raised. But we need to
follow through more. Take the Coke initiative. [After a moving speech by Colombian union leader William Mendoza (see page 7), the body
voted to endorse the boycott of Coca-Cola and take the Coke machines out of the ILWU halls.] Who's going to see that those Coke
machines really get moved off the docks?
"At the last convention in Portland, we passed a resolution to hire someone for tugboat organizing. That got stalled. In our area we're fortunate to have
Regional Directors and guys at various companies who pitch in on organizing—that's huge. But in the union as a whole, I'm not sure where our current direction is taking us."

TRACEY TRUDEAU
WAREHOUSE, RETAIL AND ALLIED WORKERS LOCAL 5, PORTLAND BOOK BUYER, POWELCS CITY OF BOOKS, SHOP STEWARD
Three years ago, Trudeau was one of the newly organized workers warmly welcomed by the convention. This time, she was a delegate. "It's amazing to go from looking out at a sea of faces to being part of it," she said. She went in worrying about the possible name
change, and looking for tips to help Local 5 in its second negotiation with Powell's, which is coming up this summer
"It may seem like semantics," she said, "but changing the name back [to International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union]
would send a hugely wrong message."
The name change proposal never got out ofcommittee, and a planned strategy session on negotiations fell victim to scheduling crunch.
"Still, I was excited that people were so willing to come forward and talk to us," she said. "Even though we've had lots of support, I'd always felt our local was
a bit alone. "The convention gave me a much better picture of the whole union. I was glad that our local got enough money to send eight delegates, with a halfvote each. We had more ears, eyes and mouths, so we could gather more information and tell more people about our local. All eight of us stayed in two rooms.
We were a bit tired of each other after that.
"The crab fest was the most fun—seeing someone else's union hall and getting a break from work."

TOMMIE SILAS, LONGSHORE LOCAL 10, SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA
MEMBER OF THE LOCAL'S EXECUTIVE BOARD AND THE NORTHERN CALIFORNIA DISTRICT COUNCIL
Silas started in 1996 and registered in '98—following in his father's footsteps. "This union raised me," he said. "It's why I have all
my teeth, my health, my education. I want to become part of the process. It's my way of giving back. I learned a long time ago you can do
more from the floor than you can with a gavel. The movers and shakers are sitting in these chairs.
"It will be less than six years before we're up against the wall again, negotiating the longshore contract. I want to see formation of a
six-year plan."
More of that planning actually happened in the Longshore Caucus than at the convention, Silas said, but the convention showed that
members throughout the union are feeling the heat.
"There's a great sense of urgency in all the divisions," he said. "We're all fighting for our lives here. Trade unionism in this country is under attack and
had it not been for the AFL-CIO we wouldn't have made it through the last contract. The convention brought home the need for closer communication and
working more closely together. The Inlandboatmen have to fight contract by contract—in fact, we went down to the dock to support one group. That showed
unity. Everyone needs to be a part of the process. You don't have to be a delegate to help. We can all do our fair share in the locals."

ROBERT ORR, LOCAL 200, UNIT 61, LAID OFF FROM E.C. PHILLIPS COLD STORAGE, KETCHIKAN, AK, LOCAL 200 EXEC. BD. MEMBER
Orr came to the convention preoccupied with the fate of his workplace and of the Alaska salmon industry in general. He worked for
Ward's Cove Packing Co. until it shut down last December. After a nerve-wracking few months, the previous owner, Cliff Phillips, bought
the plant back.
"As of the beginning of May, 19 of the 28 people who were there have been re-hired and two more start next week," he said. "But we
need to reorganize the plant, because E.C. Phillips is not recognizing the union. We secured help from the International in doing that.
"We also brought a resolution supporting the mandatory labeling of farmed salmon, because of concern about the conditions in which
it is grown. We think it will be beneficial to consumers and the salmon industry as well.
"I was impressed that a small unit like ours could be involved in the inner workings of a big union, that as a small group we could
have the same voice as anyone there. I learned how to write a resolution, which I'd never done before, and enjoyed the excitement of being in a big city. All
round it was a big deal just being there."

HERALD UGLES, LONGSHORE LOCAL 19, SEATTLE, VICE PRESIDENT
Ugles started in 1980 as a casual, registered in 1996, and took an active part in union affairs all along. Last fall he went to Minnesota
as one of the ILWU "road warriors" who lent support to critical elections around the country. "That was a real eye-opener on how much
we need to be involved," he said.
The convention picked up that theme, as he hoped. "Everybody realized how important it is that we get politically active," he said. "I
think we're on the right page, though I wished we came out with more of an action plan, more direction. We passed lots of resolutions,
but how do we get the ideas out and follow through?
"It would be great to get everybody together like this more often. The convention is like the hiring hall for the whole of the ILWU. It
brings all the divisions together so we can sit down and talk about problems and how we can fa them.
"The most fun was the networking. We all know what networking means in the longshore business. The people, that's what makes the union great, the
people and their different backgrounds."
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MUA leader Paddy Crumlin's speech to the ILWU 32nd Convention
olidarity greetings from the members of the Maritime Union of
Australia, the Executive Board of
the International Transport Workers
Federation where I was last week in
London, the mining and other unions in
Australia that are great friends and fellow
travelers of your wonderful and magnificent union. Greetings Jim, Bob and Joe
and all the brothers and sisters of the
ILWU, our many friends in the pensioners, ILA, Teamsters and U.S. and
Canadian labor movement.
Thank you for your hospitality. I only
hope I will live to see the week out.
It's a great privilege to be amongst
you celebrating your achievements and
considering how best you may meet the
enormous challenges and threats and all
opportunities facing the modern world
and facing the modern worker in the modern world. In that environment, unions
like ours have special responsibilities.
Our long and militant and fighting histories, our commitment to our members,
our willingness not to wilt in the campaigns for social justice, peace and human
rights have placed us in the hearts and
minds of many workers around the world
and provide inspiration in their fights and Maritime Union of Australia General Secretary Paddy Crumlin.
their battles for that same justice and
equality.
The reputation of the ILWU is not a fight. Those workers had the understand- ing economic, political and corporate
thing achieved easily or lightly. It is an ing and guts to identify that our struggle forces then moved back to you. Solidarity
and effectiveness comes at a great price,
accumulation of nearly 70 years of com- was your struggle.
it? It guarantees that for the
and
men
doesn't
working
the
from
Again,
by
mitment, determination and courage
generations of the working men and women of the MUA, thank you from the whole of our working lives we must
women of your union. It is a reputation bottom of our hearts for reaching out and engage in struggle against monolithic
forces and great threats. We have to conborn from oppression, violence, discrimi- grabbing us in our darkest hour.
Inevitably, of course, the same driv- tinue to learn from the lessons of the past.
nation against American dock workers
and other U.S. workers. It is a reputation
flowing from blood spilled in the streets of
this city in the Thirties—blood shed
because dock workers had the courage
and determination to demand a better
deal and a stronger union from the
employers. It is a reputation and legacy
that has been assailed and assaulted by
the employer and sometimes government's right through to the lockout last
year by the PMA with the active support
of the Bush administration.
It is a reputation not dissimilar to our
own where our campaigns and battles for
a fairer workplace, a decent share of the
fruits of our labor and a determined commitment to the issues of social justice,
peace and human rights for all workers
has placed us in the gun barrel of political
forces in our country who seek to further
their vision of elitism, greed, self-promotion and corporate and state monopoly.
These forces gathered together in
1998 in Australia, as Jim said, when the
This convention put a new spin on the well-worn saying, "The union brings
Patrick Stevedore Company, after two
together."
people
years of criminal conspiracy with our fedRichard Kahoali'i (left) grew up in Kahului, Maui. Harold Gouveia (right)
eral government, threw open the gates of
their work places, sending an army of pricomes from Pukalani, on the other side of the island. When they were 10, 11
vate police, masked by billy clubbers and
and 12 years old, the two competed fiercely in Little League baseball. Kahoali'i
accompanied by attack dogs, truncheons
pitched and Gouveia played first base and outfield.
and menace and ripped 1,500 dock workThe rivals became teammates on the Maui Kiwanis Little League All Stars
ers from the seats of their hammerheads,
in
and flew to California to play for 10 days.
1960,
fork lifts, gantries and straddles, replac"The California and Hawaii Kiwanis clubs had an exchange," Gouveia said.
ing them with a work force of scabs and
mercenaries, secretly trained around the "We were one of the first teams to leave the mainland."
world over the previous months and
A few years later, Kahoali'i moved to California. "My dad was a longshoreyears.
man on Maui, and containerization brought cutbacks. He got the opportunity
The greatest challenge we had ever
to the West Coast, and he took it," he said.
confronted had happened. In the ensuing to move
The two friends lost track of each other. In 1972 Gouveia found himself on
months, legally, industrially and politicalGuam with the U.S. Seabees. One day at a volleyball tournament for people
ly we fought our way back into our jobs.
The Patrick dispute was not about stationed on Guam with various branches of the service he noticed this guy
Australian issues any more than the PMA
who looked a little familiar.
dispute was about U.S. issues. They were
"I asked him where he was from, and he said, 'California,- Gouveia said.
both ruthless assaults against the fabric
"That threw me. Then he found out I was from Maui and he said, "You know
and effectiveness of organized labor.
They were criminal, calculated and cyni- someone named Harold Gouveia?
"That's me!' I replied." The two hung out, played a few games together,
cal offensives against the independence,
and went their separate ways. Kahoali'i worked longshore and played a leadstrengths and dignity of working men and
women by multinational business in the
ing role in Local 18. Gouveia went to work for Maui Land and Pineapple as a
stevedoring industry They were about field mechanic, becoming active in Local 142.
removing the inspiration to workers
Scanning this year's convention roster, Kahoali'i saw his old friend's name.
around the world that unions like ours
row of Hawaii delegates was sitting in front of us," he said. "From the
"A
stand for. They were about profit before
one guy looked like Harold. I tapped him on the shoulder."
this
back,
before
business
people. They were about
"I recognized him right off the bat," Gouveia said. "He looked the same as
basics.
We won our dispute, as you did. We
when I saw him on Guam. The guys I was there with said, 'It cannot be.' But it
won it because of the courage and commitwas.
ment of workers and their families in
The two hung out almost every evening at the convention, talking about
Australia and the support that you gave us
and catching up on 30 years' worth of news.
times
old
within our community and around the
a good feeling for me," Kahoali'i said. "Being on the mainland I'd
was
"It
world. We won it because our brothers and
lost contact with a lot of people back on Maui." And this time, they exchanged
sisters in this room and around the coast
and in Hawaii gave us the support, along
addresses and phone numbers and invitations to visit each others homes.
with other unions around the world that
— Marcy Rein
stood up, were counted and joined our
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We have to continue to build our solidarity. We have to continue to link arms and
link forces and link resources across the
world just as the employers in the mining
and maritime and transport industries do
to us.
We know and share the importance of
that resolution that goes beyond national
boundaries. It is not an easy thing to be
genuinely international. Many workers
find it difficult to see outside their workplace and grasp the larger issues that work
against us. Many workers put individualism before collective action and have their
effectiveness potential and power locked
away because of that. They buy the great
lie, the great deception that they do not
need a union or they do not need to join
other workers to fully realize their economic potential and work place security. It
is a lie that is put about by the economic,
political and corporate forces in the world
that gain most from that division and gain
most by the acceptance of the deception
and the lie.
Unions like the ILWU confront that
lie and show by example that unity of purpose and commitment to each other is the
only security a worker can have both at
home and at work. That realization
unlocks and liberates great power, power
to have a fair day's pay for a fair day's
work, power to retire with a financial
independence and dignity and not in
poverty, power to have a safe work place
and return home in one piece to our families, power to have decent health care
when we are ill, power to stand down discrimination whether be it be on the basis
of race, sex or opinion, power to live our
lives in peace, free of war, aggression and
dysfunction. We have achieved these
mighty things.
But as we know and as is proved over
and over again at Patricks in the lockout,
down the road here at Oakland in the
demonstration against the war, we know
that these are fragile achievements and
demand our on-going vigilance and commitment to nurture and protect them.
There can be no real security in our lives
or our loves without the guarantee of
peace. There are more thoughtful, compassionate and long lasting solutions to
terror and criminality than war and violence. You cannot liberate a country by
rupturing the body, burning the skin and
smashing the bands of innocent working
men and women and their children.
Violence begets violence in an unending
circle of repetition.
We know these things because violence and aggression is so often directed
and visited upon us because of our
strength and our unity and our determination.
We share another great bond. We are
nearly as proud of Harry Bridges as you
are. Harry was an Australian seafarer
and a member of our union before he
jumped ship here in San Francisco.
He is one of our better exports.
When we talk about the great lie, we
think of Rupert Murdock and his newspapers. He is one of our worst exports.
Harry and the leaders of your great
union knew that internationalism of
workers was essential to sustaining our
industrial capacity In the world now
where nearly every barrier to the market
has been removed, where international
business systematically exports our jobs
for no other reason than there are cheaper and more exploited work forces to do it,
where they use GATT and the WTO to
undermine the effectiveness, the security
and the futures of our lives. We know
under those conditions in the name of free
trade and competition that our internationalism and our determination must
never falter. It must never falter because
it is a beacon of hope for the future, an
inspiration for a better world, and a better life for countless working men and
women not only of our two unions, but
around the world.
As the challenges and threats of what
lies ahead of us unfold, may that knowledge and inspiration ever replenish us.
In Australia, on our many picket
lines and our many struggles, we have a
resonant chant, an anthem. It goes: The
workers united will never be defeated.
Please,join with me here today. The
workers united will never be defeated!
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n May Day Convention delegates were treated to the sage
advice ofone ofthe ILWU's legendary figures, Ah Quon McElrath.
McElrath, now 87 years old, lived
through the ILWU's formative years
in Hawaii and worked in the eye ofthe
storm during those turbulent times.
She toiled in the pineapple canneries as a young girl in the 1920s
before attending the University of
Hawaii. In the late 1930s she worked
with ILWU organizer Jack Hall on the
union's newspaper, Voice of Labor,
where she met Bob McElrath, another
ILWU organizer whom she married in
1941. She went on to work with him
organizing Hawaii's sugar and
pineapple workers during the 1940s.
In 1954 Local 142 hired her as its
social worker where she ran member
educational programs, helped members access the services ofprivate and
public agencies and lobbied the state
legislature on issues of human services and other pro-worker legislation.
Even after retirement McElrath
has hardly slowed down, continuing
to act as mentor and instructor in the
ILWU's leadership education and
development programs and serving as
a Regent of the University of Hawaii.
At the Convention the delegates voted
to make her a lifetime honorary member of the ILWU Below are excerpts of
her address.

0

AH QUON McELRATH
Lesson number one. Organizing
the unorganized with fervor is still
the first item on the agenda oflabor if
it is to survive.
If we don't organize, we shall
surely perish, regardless of our name,
regardless of our jurisdiction.

There may be no "open sesame"
to organizing. The open sesame could
be recognition that there are workers
out there at poverty line wages with
no fringe benefits, no protection
against employer exploitation, no
protection against unsafe working
conditions. The open sesame could be
involving the rest ofthe community—
ethnic organizations, church groups,
nay, even business—to get them to
understand that unions help bring a
better life to all residents.
Lesson number two. The rank
and file makes the union. There is no
union unless you have members—it's
that simple devoted to attending
meetings, devoted to understanding
the lessons of the past, devoted to
learning, devoted to asking questions,
devoted—yes, devoted to the
Constitution of the ILWU, which is
one of the more democratic documents in the entire American labor Ah
Quon McElrath
movement.
This devotion is what cushions us
against the seduction to which even action is still paramount on the agenthe best leaders fall prey—the lust for da of workers. The adage "reward
power and prestige, the avidity to your friends and punish your eneplay the game that is played by the mies" is still good advice, especially at
very employers whom we have organ- a time when some members of the
ized, the greed of Enrons, the Democratic Party, touted as a friend
WorldComs, the Tycos and all the of labor, are behaving like the worst
other manipulations which have led Republicans.
to the decimation of working people's
Political action is the only way by
striving for a chance to live a better which we can mobilize all workers to
life.
see the dangers of the privatization of
Union members need to know Medicare and Social Security. Labor is
that no complaint is too small to get the only force that can mobilize all
the attention of stewards, local offi- workers to condemn the huge tax cuts
cers, and other pie cards. Union mem- that widen the gap that now exists
bers deserve rapid response from between the haves and the have-nots.
those who hold office through the Labor is the only force that can bring
dues-paying membership.
a universal health care program for
Lesson number three. Political all Americans, including the 41 mil-

Colombian unionists call for
Coca-Cola boycott
ne of the more moving
moments of the Convention
came Friday morning when
Colombian union leader William
Mendoza, president of the SINALTRAINAL local at a Coca Cola plant,
spoke about the struggles of unionists
in his country. Mendoza explained
how right-wing paramilitary forces
work with multi-national corporations in Colombia to suppress union
organizing, threatening, kidnapping
and assassinating union activists.
The paramilitaries operate with the
implicit support of government
troops. They are funded and armed
with money funneled through the
Colombian government from US.
military aid.
Mendoza told how several of his
union co-workers were murdered for
their efforts to attain a fair contract
and how he and his family have been
threatened. In response, he said, the
workers are launching an international boycott of Coca Cola and he
asked for the ILWU's response. The
Convention delegates passed a resolution calling for an end to US. military
aid to Colombia and supporting the
Coca Cola boycott. International
President Jim Spinosa moved that the
ILWU donate $5,000 to Mendoza's
local's efforts.
The delegates, clearly shaken by
Mendoza's story, moved to have him
made an honorary member of the
ILWU They also passed a motion to
have all Coca Cola machines in
ILWU local halls removed.

O

EXCERPT FROM WILLIAM
MENDOZA'S ADDRESS TO THE
ILWU CONVENTION
It's difficult to talk to you about
the situation of the workers in

William Mendoza
Colombia. Let me begin by saying
that in the last couple of years, 4,000
trade unionists have been assassinated. They were assassinated by paramilitary forces who accuse us of being
an obstacle to investment and development in Colombia. But what we are
about as trade unionists is to ensure
that the collective bargaining agreements that are signed, particularly
with multinational corporations, give
a bit more—a bit more of a share to
the working people of Colombia.
One of the corporations that has
been involved in imposing that type
of violence is Coca-Cola. Three of my
co-workers in our union were assassinated simply when they came
together to discuss what contract
terms we should have and bring to
the bosses.
In my hometown, I have to go
with two to three armed bodyguards.
I have to wear day in and day out a
bulletproof vest. At night, these
guards have to remain at our home

to prevent me or my family from
being removed by paramilitaries.
Also something that hurts
deeply, last June 18 the paramilitary
forces attempted to kidnap my
daughter Karen, four years of age.
Two days later I was called and
told that I am a lucky guy because
their attempt to assassinate her and
to deliver her to me in a plastic bag
was foiled. Likewise this past Jan. 7
and 17 we received death threats. I
am, unfortunately, not able to live
with my family,
As a result of all this we have
undertaken two actions. The first
was to enter into a lawsuit against
Coca-Cola, filed in the Southern
District of Florida
The second was to initiate a
series of international popular tribunals where we put Coca-Cola on
trial. These were held in three different cities around the world. First in
Atlanta last July, later in Brussels in
October, and the third, the last, the
5th of December in Bogota, Colombia.
There, with hundreds of organizations present, it was decided that
Coca-Cola was responsible for this situation that we face and we undertook
to launch an international campaign
to boycott Coca-Cola.
I call upon you to show your solidarity with our union and to support
the boycott across the U.S. We know
that you are strong and with your
help, we, the working people of
Colombia, will be able to have a dignified life, dignified work and that we
will be able to live without fear with
our families.
We are a small union confronting a giant, Coca-Cola. But with
you at our side we can stand up to
them.

Steve Stallone

Passing on the wisdom of the past

lion uninsured and the six million
underinsured.
Lesson number four. It is a truism that our country was built on the
backs of slaves and immigrants. And
it is to our everlasting unreasonable
mania that we have looked on each
wave of new immigrants as taking
our jobs, mongrelizing our nation,
burdening our social institutions.
Ironically, our union would not be
where it is if we did not champion the
rights of immigrants. As a matter of
fact, an immigrant, Harry Bridges, is
one of our country's premier immigrants. He founded this union. The
government hounded him for years
not because he was an immigrant of
color, he was white after all, but
because he and the members of this
union fought the seat of power on the
waterfront so that people like you in
this convention can take your place in
the sun.
Lesson number five. Civil and
human rights are the bedrock of any
democratic country, yet there is daily
testimony of a trampling of those
rights not only by legislation such as
the Patriot and Homeland Security
Acts and the Three Strikes and
You're Out Act, but also by police
departments, nay, even the U.S. Dept.
of Justice under the troglodyte behavior of on John Ashcroft.
In this period when patriotism has
surely become the last refuge of a
scoundrel, let us not use any other
"ism" to lose our humanity and shred
that which makes us civilized human
beings. Rather let us build international working class solidarity, then we
can contend with the power of capitalists through working class power.
The lessons are many that we can
learn from the history of our union.
Only you can learn from those lessons
and pass on what you learned to others. Only you, in concert with others,
can prevent moving into the bowels of
a police state. You can do it, but only if
you are willing to participate in the life
of your local, only if you do not become
smug in your protected jobs with adequate wages and fringe benefits, only
if you recognize that there are many
more of us who slave 40 or more hours
a week at two or three jobs to put food
on the table, pay the rent, send our
children to school and get health care
only if we do without a meal.
That is your mission in the 21st
Century. To ignore that mission is to
condemn your children and your
grandchildren and the rest of the
working class to lives with debts, no
education, no health care, no hope for
the future.
The cudgel is there for you to pick
up. You can do it. Will you do it?
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Conventioneers join Red & White picket line
by Tom Price
aking time out for action has
become a tradition at ILWU conventions, and the 32nd was no
exception. Friends, families and delegates boarded busses and trolleys
2 to
1
April 30 and headed for Pier 43 /
join picketing IBU workers protesting
stalled contract talks
Red & White Fleet, a cruise, charter and ferryboat line sailing the San
Francisco Bay, received bargaining
concessions in its first contract with
IBU workers. That contract expired
last October, and 30 bargaining sessions have proven unfruitful. The
company has proposed wage freezes,
while workers have been reclassified
as part time and the unionized work
force has been cut nearly in half. An
impromptu speakers' area was set up
in the middle of the circle of
marchers.
since
worked
have
"We
September to make this a good and
fair contract, with wages the same as
the workers down the dock," IBU San
Francisco Regional Director Marina
Secchitano said. "Yet they haven't
proposed anything but pay cuts."
Secchitano handed the mike to
International President Jim Spinosa.
The pickets marched around the sidewalk while some IBU members
passed out flyers and pieces of chocolate.
"This is nothing new, we've been
here before and done this many
times, haven't we?" Spinosa said as
the crowd roared. "We're not going
away until Red & White understands
the IBU,the ILWU and the rest of the
labor movement is here today to get a
contract we can live with. Unless they
come up with one, we will be back."
Spinosa handed off to longshore
Local 10 President Henry Graham.
"I want to tell Red & White that
Local 10 is your neighbor," he said.
"We will move our hall down here in
2 if we have to. If
1
front of Pier 43 /
IBU needs ILWU Local 10, we will be
here in force."
A tall, elegantly dressed woman
approached the line to shake hands. A
flight attendant on a major, bankrupt

T

Convention delegates take solidarity down to the Red & White Fleet dock to join the picket line of IBU ferry workers
demanding a fair contract.
airline, she was in full of sympathy
with the pickets. The marchers also
heard from a distinguished guest
from Australia.
"We're just here to say we in
know what it's like to be on the
receiving end of baaaad bosses," said
Paddy Crumlin, General Secretary of
the Maritime Union of Australia.
"And we want to get our message
across to Red & White that you'll
never get anywhere unless you give
your workers a fair go."
Crumlin led the pickets in the
chant "The workers united will never
be defeated." ILWU Canada's Presi-

Longshore Local 13 President Joe
dent Tom Dufresne spoke next.
"These workers work their lives Donato offered the support of his
away for this company and they 5,000 members and led a chant of"No
deserve a fair contract," he said."The contract, no peace." Warehouse Local
IBU enjoys the full support of the 6 Secretary-Treasurer Fred Pecker
IINU all the way up and down the introduced former International
West Coast from Alaska to San Secretary-Treasurer Curtis McClain
and Local 6 pensioner Leroy King,
Diego."
Ken Riley, President of Charles- closing the rally as the conventionton ILA Local 1422,told workers they eers returned to the hotel.
"I think it's great the union is all
had support on the East Coast and
together, letting the employsticking
told Red & White they need to give
the workers a fair shake. Sal er know that we're not going to stand
Candelaria, Philadelphia ILA Local for their strong-arm tactics," said
1291 president, offered the solidarity Gerald Mack, a 30-year plus union
man and a worker at Red & White.
of the ILA.

Unions protest police violence at Port of Oakland
Stevedore Services of America and disperse the protestors, indiscrimiAmerican President Lines terminals. nately firing wooden dowels and bean
SSA recently was awarded a $4.8 mil- bags from shotguns directly at them
lion contract by the Bush administra- and ILWU members, injuring dozens
tion to operate the docks at the Iraqi of demonstrators and nine longshore
port of Umm Qasr, while APL has a workers.
When Night BA Jack Heyman
government contract to ship military
cargo. The demonstrators targeted tried to get to the members to tell
these companies as "war profiteers" them to get out of there, he was bruand picketed their gates. ILWU mem- tally arrested by the cops and held in
bers stood-by, waiting for the ruling prison until 2 a.m. the next day.
In protest, longshore Local 10
of the area arbitrator on the validity
of the picket line. But before the arbi- decided to hold its stop work meeting
trator arrived the police decided to Saturday, April 26, in front of the
Oakland Port Commission office and
then march to City Hall. Many of the
April 7 protestors and local unionists
turned out. Clerks Local 34, warehouse Local 6 and IBU members, officers and retirees rounded out the
ILWU side. From the stage Judy Goff,
Shelly Kessler and Walter Johnson, of
the Alameda, San Mateo and San
Francisco labor councils, respectively,
addressed the crowd. Teamsters Joint
Council 7 President Chuck Mack and
California Labor Federation Executive Secretary-Treasurer Art Pulaski
of the also spoke.
"We will not allow the police to be
used as a private security force,"
Mack told the crowd. An article in the
April 8 New York Times quoted
Oakland Police Chief Richard Word
saying the two terminal operators
requested the police clear the gates
"We know that SSA and APL met
Local 10 President Henry Graham (far right) introduces the longshore workers with the police April 4, we demand to
shot by police to the protesters at Jack London Square.
know what happened at that meet-

by Tom Price
adical author Jack London
would have been proud of the
turnout April 26 at the plaza in
Oakland that bears his name. Around
800 unionists and anti-war activists
protested the April 7 police riot in
which the Oakland police, acting as a
private goon squad for two terminal
operators at the Port of Oakland,
fired on demonstrators and ILWU
longshore workers.
Anti-war protestors had gathered
early that morning to picket the

R

ing," Local 10's Clarence Thomas
said. "Was the Coast Guard at that
meeting? Homeland Security? We
were not invited."
Thomas then read a solidarity
letter from dockers in Bangladesh.
They had recently defeated SSA's
$450 million dock privatization plan.
Local 10 President Henry
Graham introduced four injured
members.
"Some of these employers say we,
the union, have too much power,"
Graham said. "Our power comes
from the community, the power of the
people."
The march moved on to City Hall,
where speakers demanded an impartial investigation of police conduct.
Father Bill O'Donnell, just released
from a six-month stretch in federal
prison for trespassing at the School of
the Americas, a U.S. Army torture
training facility, pointed to the disparity of the treatment of anti-war
protestors.
"Who decided the rights of property supercede the right to protest?"
he said. "How is it the Shia can
demonstrate in Bagdad and we can't
here? Why won't the Marines protect
us here?"
Local 6 Secretary-Treasurer Fred
Pecker brought the story back to Jack
London.
lack London was a man of the
people," Pecker said. "The Iron Heel
was my favorite book. It describes the
rise of fascism."
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By Steve Stallone
'th the hard-earned wisdom of
the recent contract struggle
experience guiding it, the
ILWU Longshore Division Caucus
fashioned a multi-pronged strategy to
ensure its future on the docks at its
meeting in San Francisco May 5-9, the
week following the International
Convention. Much of the program—
like the emphasis on political action
and member education--echoed that
of the Convention. But with its larger
resources and the more focused
employer/government attack on its
jurisdiction and very existence, the
Longshore Caucus took it several steps
further, for its own Division and for
the rest of the union.
The Longshore negotiations
exposed the union's weaknesses as
well as its strengths and the Coast
Committee and the delegates moved to
find long-term fixes for them before
the next contract bargaining in five
years.
"We cannot let our guard down.
The fight is not over. It has just
begun," ILWU International President Jim Spinosa said, introducing the
Coast Committee's program. "We
must figure out a game plan and work
together."
Caucus delegates, carrying fresh
memories of the lockout and the TaftHartley injunction, responded and
voted the necessary funds to make it
happen. One delegate summed up the
Caucus mood: "Whatever it takes to
keep these jobs and this union."

Wi

POLITICS AND EDUCATION

will be scruntinized and our ability to
convey our key messages to the public
and to decision-makers will play a
major role in solidifying our leverage
in future bargaining. The PR strategy
will be an important element of all
future campaigns, and developing a
coordinated strategy in advance is critical to our success."
Recognizing that new reality, the
delegates voted to spend $300,000 per
year to build a new internal public
relations structure. One representative from each of the five major container ports, plus a clerk, a foreman
and a representative from a small port
will be selected to assist the Coast
Committee in public relations. The
plan will also include building local
rank-and-file speaker bureaus and
media trainings and developing coalitions with community, interfaith and
environmental organizations to create
greater local solidarity.
The plan calls for enhancing the
International's web site, including an
overhaul of it current design, and
ensuring sufficient staff to carry out
the program.
The contract negotiations also
highlighted the Division's need for
research on issues such as technology,
outsourcing, container volume, productivity job growth and the shifting
power relations in the marine cargo
handling sector. The Negotiating
Committee had scrambled for such
strategic information during bargaining. To better prepare for what lays
ahead the Caucus voted to spend
$50,000 on a research project with
U.C. Berkeley's Institute for Labor
and Employment, to be headed up by
ILE Associate Director Peter Olney,
former ILWU Organizing Director.
The research will focus on the major
West Coast container ports, the cargo
handling chain around them and how
the union'sjurisdiction in the industry
is being affected and what can be done
to strengthen it.
Although the international solidarity card was never really played
during the contract fight, having it in
the union's hand was reassuring. And
the employers' knowledge of it may
well have been the reason it wasn't
needed. With that in mind the Caucus
set up an international structure to
maintain the Division's network of
relations and to carry out international campaigns. The Coast Committee will oversee an expanded program
of sending rank and filers to visit
unions around the world to promote
and strengthen friendship and solidarity. The Coast Committee will
review the Division's affiliations with
international organizations like the
International Transport Workers'
Federation and the International
Dockworkers Council and work with
other docker unions to hold another
International Dockworkers Solidarity
Conference like the one in Los
Angeles in the summer of 2001.

Knowing that the Bush administration and actually elected Members
of Congress not only still have the
ILWU in their sights, but are targeting
unions in general and many ofthe programs and policies important to the
labor movement, the delegates adopted a plan to take the offensive. That
included a policy to encourage all
members of the Longshore Division to
contribute at least $50.00 a year to the
union's Political Action Fund. To further counter the employers' lobbying,
the Division will hold a legislative conference in Washington, D.C. in the
spring of 2004 to meet with Congressional representatives and push the
ILWU's agenda. The Coast Committee
will also make regular lobbying trips
to the Capitol.
Understanding that the union's
issues and concerns, and the decisionmakers affecting them, often lie
beyond its five-state jurisdictional
area, the Caucus decided it would
repeat and extend the tactic it used in
the November 2002 election ofsending
rank and filers to join key electoral
campaigns throughout the country
With so many new members joining the Division's ranks in the last few
years, Caucus delegates agreed that
member education is a top priority and
allocated $500,000 per year to it. The
money will fund two new seminars
JURISDICTION
coastwise,in 2004 on the history ofthe
As the cruise industry has continILWU, its mission, goals and contract,
to grow, the Caucus agreed to
ued
past, present and future, and another
the West Coast Cruise Ship
fund
arbitration
Division's
the
in 2005 on
Committee. The commitJurisdiction
procedures and grievance machinery
with maintaining longcharged
is
tee
The Education Committee will also
in loading and
jurisdiction
shore
hold regular local and area workshops
and stores on
luggage
unloading
action
on the importance of political
in Pacific Coast
operating
ships
cruise
and community solidarity and on
ports.
North
American
ILWU history and the longshore conWhile the Caucus was in session,
tract and safety regulations.
the union received word from the
PLANNING AHEAD
National Labor Relations Board that it
summarily dismissed the case
had
The 2002 contract struggle
the ILWU and its employer
against
relations
labor
that
taught the ILWU
group the Pacific Maritime Association
have changed forever.
"With the continuing and increas- by disgruntled rail and yard planners
ing importance of West Coast ports to working in SSA's offices in Salt Lake
Pacific Rim trade and to national and City, Utah. With the implicit help of
international economies, the spot light SSA, the fanatically right-wing and
will remain on the ILWU," the Coast anti-union National Right to Work
Committee Report said. "Every action Foundation had filed charges that the

Steve Stallone

Longshore Caucus plots its future

ILWU International President Jim Spinosa (at microphone) addresses the
Caucus. At the dais (left to right) are Coast Committeemen Joe Wenzl and Ray
Ortiz, Jr., Caucus chair Dennis Brueckner and International Vice President Bob
McEllrath.
new longshore contract, giving the
planning work back to ILWU marine
clerks, violated the Utah workers'
right to decide not to join a union. Had
the case been successful, the entire
contract could have been voided. But
the NLRB ruled the charge had no
basis in law.
To continue to fight these jurisdictional battles, the Caucus also voted to
raise the Fighting Fund assessment
from $5 per month to $10 per month
and to raise the ceiling on the fund
from $1 million to $2 million.
The Alaska Longshore Division,
not a signatory to the West Coast contract, is currently facing bargaining
with many of the same issues that
stymied the West Coast negotiations.
To make matters worse, their
employer group, the Alaska Maritime
Employers Association, has broken
up, forcing the union workers to bargain with each employer individually
and perhaps port-by-port. In response
the Caucus passed a resolution supporting the Alaska Longshore
Division's merger into the West Coast
agreement. Although there are several hurdles to overcome to make the
proposal work, the Coast Committee
will investigate accomplishing it. In
the meantime the Coast Committee
will assist the Alaska longshore workers in their upcoming negotiations.

lion was budgeted for the bargaining
that ended up going over the $3 million mark. Additional legislative and
public relations work over that time
added to the costs.
Still, the Coast accounts are solvent given the extra $22 per month
pro rata started in October 2002 and
extended until the May Caucus. The
programmatic decisions delegates
made at this meeting will mean the
$14.50 of the $22 assessment will
remain in place.

DOWN AT THE COURTHOUSE

In the middle of the week-long
meeting, Caucus delegates took a
break from their deliberations to act
on the slogan: "An injury to one is an
injury to all." Nearly 100 longshore
workers descended on the Oakland
Municipal Court in support of Local 10
Business Agent Jack Heyman.
Heyman was scheduled to appear on
trumped up charges of failure to obey
a police officer's order during the April
7 police riot at the Port of Oakland.
Heyman was trying to tell his members, some of whom had already been
shot by Oakland police with "lesslethal" weapons, to get out of the port
area when the police grabbed, beat
and arrested him.
Numerous anti-war picketers who
were arrested that day were also
scheduled for their hearing. But as
PORT SECURITY
supporters filled the courthouse, prosThe Coast Legislative Action ecutors informed defense attorneys
Committee continues to dog the port that charges had not yet been filed, so
security issue as it moves from legis- the hearing was cancelled. But charges
could be filed against them any time
lation to implementation.
The Transportation Security Ad- with the next two years.
The Coast Committee had been
ministration is now developing the new
Transportation Workers Identity Card calling for the charges against Heyman
(Twic). How much information avail- and the demonstrators to be dropped
able to whom has yet to be determined. since the day of the event and for an
Likewise, issues of background checks, independent investigation into the
secured areas at the docks and secured police violence and the targeting of
ILWU members. The Caucus backed
information remain unresolved.
that up, passing a resolution submitted
the
that
decided
Caucus
The
Division should have a "security by Local 10 calling for a California state
director" following the issues and Senate investigation into the matter. As
coordinating information among of press time charges against Heyman
ILWU representatives on local and had still not been filed or dropped.
regional security committees. (Local
NOMINATIONS AND ELECTIONS
13's representative on the Coast
Legislative Action Committee, Mike
The Caucus ended with nominaMitre, has been doing this work and tions for the Coast Committeeman
will continue to do so.) The Caucus positions. Both California Coast Comalso agreed the union will involve mitteeman Ray Ortiz, Jr. and Northitself in all such committees along the west Coast Committeeman Joe Wenzl
Coast to have input on how these new were nominated and not opposed, winregulations will be administered.
ning reelection by acclamation. Since
both International President Jim
BUDGET
Spinosa and International Vice PresiThe Budget Committee reported dent, Mainland Bob McEllrath were
that the Division's finances were dev- unopposed at the International
astated by the extension of negotia- Convention, that means that the Coast
tions some six months past the con- Committee that guided the Division
tract expiration date, clearly an through the 2002 contract campaign
employer strategy Less than $1 mil- will stay intact.
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Convention plans politica al

Columbia River area delegates at work.
By Steve Stallone, photos by Steve Stallone and Tom Price
purred on by the dire circumstances facing the
union and the country delegates to the ILWU's
32nd International Convention, the highest
body in the union, set its agenda for the next three
years. At the gathering in San Francisco April 28May 2 they made dumping Bush in 2004, opposing
his war on and occupation of Iraq, pushing for universal healthcare and continuing the union's organizing program its priorities.
Convention delegates also approved a three-year
budget to fund new programs, and took time to
honor retiring long-time officers, to hear from distinguished guest speakers and join the picket by
local 1BU ferry workers fighting for a fair contract.
They also deliberated through a pile of resolutions
and Constitutional amendments, diligently fulfilling
their duty to decide and guide the union's future.

S

BASHING BUSH
The opening session of the Convention on
Monday morning erupted in a spontaneous chorus
of Bush bashing that would continue throughout
the week. ILWU International President Jim
Spinosa set the tone in his keynote address (see
pages 2-3 for the full text).
"The single biggest challenge ahead for the
ILWU and the entire American labor movement is
defeating Bush and the right-wing, anti-worker
members of Congress in the 2004 elections,"
Spinosa told the delegates. "We will be constantly
on the defensive and constantly losing ground as
long as they run the government. Things are bad
now, but if we fail in 2004, the labor movement will
face a real nightmare—a second-term Bush who
can slash and burn workers without ever having to
worry about another election."
Responding to that call, the delegates went on
to pass a resolution (P-1) entitled "Take our
Country Back: Mobilize for 2004 Elections—Build
on Rank and File Political Action." The resolution
commits all the union's locals and regions to establish political action programs aimed at defeating
Bush and electing pro-worker candidates in 2004
and ensuring that ILWU members and their families are registered to vote. It also requires the
ILWU International to provide educational and
resource materials on the Bush and Republican
anti-worker record for the locals to distribute.
Spinosa's address was preceded by the
Reverend Jesse Jackson's invocation. Citing
Bush's tax cuts for the rich and huge job losses,
Jackson challenged union members.
"Workers are under attack by this administration," Jackson said. "If ever there were a time for a

Pensioner delegates (left to right) Art
Almeida, Bob Caso and Lou Loveridge.
massive march on Washington by workers for jobs,
income or health care, it is now. Workers, stand up
and fight back."
Spinosa was followed by AFL-CIO SecretaryTreasurer Richard Trumka, the second highest officer in the American labor movement. Trumka had
spent the last six weeks of the recent longshore contract negotiations at the table with the union's
Negotiating Committee, helping achieve the victory
and forging stronger fraternal bonds between the
federation and the ILWU. Trumka told the convention that the AFL-CIO is going all out to defeat Bush
and said he was pleased to see the ILWU on board
with that effort.
"We must run George Bush out of the White
House in 2004," Trumka said.
Trumka went on to reiterate the AFL-CIO's
commitment to organizing as the union movement's only way to survive and thrive.
"More and more and more AFL-CIO unions are
making the critical decision to invest more money
in organizing and to change the way that we organize. I know that the ILWU is doing just that. I
applaud you for it," he said. "If we are to have more
power at the bargaining table, if we are to have
more power at the ballot box, then we have to have
more members."

specifically opposes the war on Iraq. The third k R35) opposes the U.S occupation of Iraq and calls for
the immediate withdrawal of U.S. troops from that
country and self-determination for its people.

HEALTH CARE FOR ALL

In his keynote address President Spinosa
emphasized the need for access to health care and
how rising medical costs have made keeping benefits an issue in every contract the ILWU negotiates.
The only real solution, he said, is a national, singlepayer healthcare program.
The delegates were already aware of this and
had come with several healthcare resolutions. The
Convention passed them all. The first one ( R-2)
calls for universal and comprehensive health coverage for everyone in the U.S. The second one (R-5)
makes national health care and affordable prescription drugs the ILWU's priority issue. The
third (R-20), asserting that health care is a right,
not
a privilege, commits the ILWU to work with
PEACE, NOT WAR
other organizations and legislators toward a singleThe Convention spent much time debating res- payer system while continuing to work for increolutions opposing war in general and the war on mental reforms in the system in the meantime.
Iraq in particular. Some delegates argued strenu- Two other resolutions do just that—R-14 supports
ously that the war was necessary to eliminate a California bill that would require all employers to
Saddam Hussein and combat terrorism. Some said provide health coverage for their employees or pay
the union shouldn't take an anti-war stand out of a fee to a state health fund and R-17 supports a
respect for the U.S. troops in Iraq or because the proposal by Congressional Democrats to provide a
union shouldn't risk the anger of the Republicans minimum Medicare prescription drug coverage.
in power now.
ORGANIZE OR DIE
But anti-war proponents argued passionately
that the war was morally and politically wrong,
In their opening speeches both Spinosa and
that it was motivated by corporate greed, that it Trumka pointed to organizing as essential to the
was being used domestically to repress worker and union movement's political and economic survival.
civil rights, that the Preamble to the ILWU At the ILWU's International Convention six years
Constitution commits the union to work for "per- ago the union committed itself, both politically and
manent peace" and that the ILWU has historically financially, to organizing. While not satisfied with
never shied away from taking controversial stands the results so far, the delegates this year showed
when necessary
themselves to be no less committed to organizing
When they came to a vote, the three anti-war and perhaps more focused. They passed a resoluresolutions passed overwhelmingly. The first one tion directing the International organizing pro(R-15) opposes war in general, calling for a sub- grain to hone in on strategic targets that would
stantial reduction in the U.S. military budget to
fund health care, education and
other domestic needs and to turn
U.S. foreign policy towards world
peace efforts. The second one (R-24)

ILWU-Teamster-ILA alliance in the house: (from left to right) Teamster Port Division
Director Ron Carver, ILA Local 1771 President Dave Hogan, ILA Local 1442 President Ken
Riley, ILA International Organizer Jerry Owens, ILA International Vice President Al
Cernades and ILA Communicactions Director James McNamara.

Retired Local 142 social worker Ah Ouon McElrath is made an honorary mernt
(from left to right) International Secretary Treasurer Joe lbarra. International Vic
Hawaii Wes Furtado, Ah Ouon McElrath, International President Jim Spinosa ai
Vice President, Mainland Bob McEllrath.
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ction, education, organizing

The Maritime Union of Australia delegation (from The Northern California area delegation.
left to right) Dave Smith, Chris Byrne, Paddy
Crumlin and Jim Boyle.
addressed the delegates (see page 6 for his
Retired Local 142 social worker Ah Quon
remarks).
later calculate the additions to the per capita
McElrath gave the delegates a history lesson and
increase proportional to the progressive formula.
William Mendoza, a union leader from Colombia,
INTERNATIONAL EXECUTIVE BOARD CHANGES
told his story of violent union suppression by Coca
The composition of the IEB will change in the Cola and other U.S. multi-national corporations
next election—two new seats will be added. The and won the union's support for a boycott of the
strengthen existing locals and involve and empow- addition of a second seat for the Columbia River soft drink (see page 7 for more).
er the rank and file. Another resolution calls for a area, is a direct result of organizing Powell's Books
THANK YOU AND GOOD-BYE
full-time organizer in Alaska. International Vice and establishing warehouse Local 5 in Portland. The
The delegates took time to honor a few veteran
President Bob McEllrath, in charge of organizing 500-plus new members put the area over the memon the mainland, assured the delegates the hiring bership threshold for another representative. But leaders who were attending their last Convention
the Constitution requires IEB candidates to have at before retiring.
process is already underway.
International Secretary-Treasurer Joe lbarra,
Pleased with the International's membership least five years in as an ILWU member, so this time
who
has held that office for the last nine years, was
delegates
no
one
from
Local
5—which
was
chartered
less
than
more,
education programs and wanting
voted the honorary title of Secretary-Treasurer
increased spending for it. The money will buy three years ago—is eligible to run.
The delegates also passed a Constitutional Emeritus. Ibarra had previously worked for 12 years
another basic Leadership Education and
Development (LEAD) seminar, another advanced amendment to create a new seat for miners in the as Southern California Regional Director and served
LEAD seminar,a Secretary-Treasurer training con- Southern California desert, so far just the Local 30, as president of warehouse Local 26 for 13 years.
Bo Lapenia, 12-year president of Hawaii Local
ference, and the development of materials for a Boron, members. These nearly 600 miners have
steward training program coordinated by the been part of the ILWU since 1964 and have never 142, was also honored for his long tenure as well as
the 13 years he put in as business agent and the
International. It will also help subsidize Hawaii had a representative from their local on the IEB.
five years as Hawaii Division Director. Local 8's
Local 142's leadership institute.
GUEST SPEAKERS
Norm Parks, who spent 25 years as the Columbia
MONEY MATTERS
The Convention heard from numerous distin- River area's representative on the IEB, negotiated
The delegates passed the International guished guest speakers. The Rev. Jesse Jackson, San five of longshore contracts and served as the
Officers' proposed budget, largely a status quo plan Francisco Mayor Willie Brown, California Governor Longshore Division's most active International
with modest increases to keep the union's pro- Gray Davis and Oakland Congresswoman Barbara contact, was also honored. So was Richard Austin,
grams running, especially the organizing and edu- Lee all came to recognize the progressive work of the former International Vice President and Coast
cational ones. The budget increases nearly all items ILWU over the years and to ask for it to continue. Committeeman, who served on five of Longshore
The Teamster-ILWU-ILA alliance was represented negotiating committees.
to allow for expected inflation.
To cover these additional costs, the new budget in force with a message from Teamster President
NOMINATIONS AND ELECTIONS
cAls for small raises in per capita dues from mem- James Hoffa brought by the Teamsters Port Division
The Convention also nominated the candidates
bers and retains the current progressive dues Director Ron Carver and a visit from International
for
this
summer's International elections. Mail balmost
pay
the
Vice
President
and
Northern
California
Joint
structure where those who make the
most. The increases do not go into effect until Jan. Council 7 President Chuck Mack. From the ILA lots will be sent out to all members on June 16.
1, 2004. For members making less than $16 per both Vice Presidents, Al Cernades and Benny Ballots must be completed and received back via
hour the rate will go up by $0.20 per month, from Holland came as well as Charleston Local 1442 mail by July 31.
International President Jim Spinosa and
$5.75 to $5.95. For members who earn between $16 President Ken Riley, Charleston clerks Local 1771
and $21 per hour the rate will go up by $0.25 per President David Hogan, Philadelphia Local 1291 International Vice President, Mainland Bob
month, from $10.50 to $10.75. For those making President Sal Candelaria, International Organizer McEllrath are running unopposed. George Martin
more than $21 per hour the rate will increase by Jerry Owens and International Communications will challenge incumbent Wesley Furtado for the
$0.75, from $16.25 to $17.00. And for members in a Director Jim McNamara. Californian Labor International Vice President, Hawaii position.
division or local where the average earning exceed Federation Executive Secretary-Treasurer Art Local 23 member and IEB representative Willie
$90,000 per year the rate will increase by $1.25 per Pulaski stopped by to encourage the union's political Adams and IBU San Francisco Regional Director
activity and San Francisco Labor Council Secretary- Marina Secchitano will face off for International
month, from $20,00 to $21.25.
Secretary-Treasurer. All the IEB candidates are
After passing the budget the Convention Treasurer Walter Johnson told a few jokes.
listed
with photos and statements on pages 17-20.
additional
MUA
National
Secretary
Paddy
Crumlin
approved a series of resolutions with
costs. The delegates had each one costed out and brought three rank and filers to witness the ILWU
NOT ALL WORK
decided that the International Executive Board will Convention and Longshore Caucus and he
Throughout the week the Northern California
Host Committee kept up the good times. Highlights
included the Wednesday night Crab Feast at the
Local 10 hall and the Thursday night banquet featuring political satirist Will Durst and musical
guest Dr. Loco and his Rockin' Jalapeno Band. On
other nights Local 142 supplied the party. Mahalo!

( member of the ILWU.
)nai Vice President,
inosa and International

Nine-year International Secretary-Treasurer Joe lbarra (left) and 12-year
Local 142 President Bo Lapenia were honored at the Convention upon their
retirement.

AFL-CIO Secretary-Treasurer Richard Trumka shared the podium
with ILWU International President Jim Spinosa.
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Programs and Policies adopt
SURVIVING SPOUSES

CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENTS
STATEMENT OF POLICY ON OFFICER AND STAFF
PENSION PLANS(C-I)

We recommend that the benefit for
surviving spouses be increased in accordance with the schedule listed in Table 2.
Again, this recommendation will maintain parity between retirees under the
Officers and Staff Pension Plan and the
retirees under the longshore industry
pension plan.

The ILWU Pension Plan for Officers
and Staff employees is a multi-employer
plan covering the officers and the administrative and field staff of the
International, the officers and adminis- ACCRUAL RATE
trative staff of the Coast Pro Rata
We recommend that the benefit
Committee, and the administrative staff accrual rate and the maximum monthly
of the ILWU-PMA Benefit Funds Office, benefit under the Officers and Staff
including the Welfare Area Directors and Pension Plan be increased from $95 per
the ADRP Coordinators. These three month per year of service to $150 per
employers each contribute 18% of their month per year of service in accordance
respective payrolls to the Plan, an with the schedule listed in Table 3. Again,
amount equal to about $750,000 per year. this change brings the benefit for active
The International Union's share of this participants in line with those benefits
total is about $220,000 or 30%.
under the longshore industry pension
The participants of the Plan are plan.
presently accruing benefits at the rate of
We also recommend that the plan
ninety-five dollars ($95) per month per provide two early retirement windows,
year of service, the maximum benefit is the first one from August 1, 2003 through
$3,325 per month ($95 x 35 years); nor- January 31, 2004 and the second one
mal retirement age is 62; early retirement from August 1, 2006 through January 1,
is available at age 55; and surviving 2007 for individuals who are at least 59spouses are entitled to fifty-five percent 1/2 years old and have at least 13 years of
(55%)of the participant's benefit as of the service. Individuals who meet these
participant's date of death if the partici- requirements and who retire during these
pant is retired or seventy-five percent of windows would receive an unreduced
the participant's benefit if the participant pension benefit, that is, there would be no
is active. While the Plan is administered actuarial reduction for early retirement.
the
by
Conventions
between
All together, these changes will
International Executive Board, any increase the annual pension contribution
changes in benefits are subject to from the International by $180,000 causConvention action.
ing the pension contribution rate to
It is the policy of the International increase from eighteen percent (18%) to
Union to keep the benefits available twenty-seven percent (27%) of payroll.
under the Officers and Staff Pension Plan This increase has been factored into the
in line with those benefits available under International's budget for the 2003 the longshore industry pension plan. We, 2005 budget cycle. It is anticipated that
therefore, recommend the following for the 2006-2008 budget cycle there will
changes to the Officers and Staff Pension be no need to increase the pension contriPlan to bring it in line with the pension bution rate or increase it only a small
improvements recently negotiated in the amount.
longshore industry pension plan. These
Improvements will require the pension STATEMENT OF POLICY ON ELECTION
contributions to increase by $600,000 PROCEDURES(C-2)
when fully phased in. The ILWUs share
We recommend the following changes
of the $600,000 increase will be $180,000.
to the Constitution and Election
Procedures in order to correct timing and
RETIREE BENEFITS
other related problems concerning the
We recommend that the benefit for election procedures as a result of our
retirees under the Officers and Staff experience from the last election. None of
Pension Plan, except for those who these recommendations are intended to
retired from terminated-vested status, be alter in any way whatsoever the rights of
increased from $65 per month per quali- candidates and/or the membership. They
fying year to $80 phased in over six years are of a housekeeping nature. Please keep
in accordance with Table 1. Note, this in mind that dates specified below are the
phase in schedule is identical to that pro- deadlines, the activities could be completvided under the recently negotiated long- ed sooner which could move up the deadshore contract.
lines for subsequent events. Attached is a
timeline based on the following proposed
changes(and existing requirements)so as
to illustrate how this all works together.

Retiree Group

Table 1 Retiree Benefit increases
New Benefit Effecthe
Current Benefit 07/01/02 07/01/03 07/01/04 07/01/05

07/01/06

07/01/07
$80

Retired before July 1. 1993

$65

$65

$68

$71

$74

$77

Retired after June 30. 1993
and prior to July 1 1996

$69

$69

$71

$73

$75

$77

Retired after June ao. 1996
and prior to July 1. 1999

$72

$72

$73

$75

$77

$79

$80

Retired after June 30. 1999
and prior to July 1. 2002

$95

$95

$96

$97

$98

$99

$100

Table 2 Surviving Srini MP Benefits
New Benefit Effective
01/01/03 07/01/03 07101/04 07/01/05
Current Benefit
$35.75
$52.80
$53.35
$52.25
$53.90

07/01/06
$5445

07/01/07
$55.00

Surng Spouse Group
Retired before July 1, 1993
Retired after June 30, 1993
and prior to July 1, 1996

$37.95

$52.25

$52 80

$53.35

$53.90

$5445

$55.00

Retired after June 30, 1996
and prior to July 1, 1999

$39.60

$52.25

$52.80

$53.35

$53.90

$54.45

$55.00

Retired after June 30, 1999
and prior to July 1, 2002

$52.25

$52.25

$52.80

$53.35

$53.90

$54.45

$55.00

Retired after June 30. 2002

Current Benefit
$52.25

07/01/02
$55.00

07/01/03
$57.75

07/01/04
$60.50

07/01/05
$66.00

07/01/06
$74.25

07/01(07
$82.50

New Benefit Effective
07/01/04 07/01/05
$110.00
$120.00

07/01/06
$135.00

Table 3 Active Benefits

IVbnthly Accrual Rate
Maximum tvkxithly Benefit
(based on 35 years)

Current Benefit
$95.00

01/01/03
$100.00

07/01/03
$105.00

07701/07
$150.00

$3325.00 $350000 $367500 $3850.00 $4,200.00 $472500 $5,250 00

Rule 14.E.8 requires ballots to be in
the PO. Box no later than the 45th day
following their mailing and to be postmarked by the 40th day. We recommend
that the requirement that they be postmarked by the 40th day be dropped as it
serves no useful purpose. As long as the
ballots are in the PO. Box when they are
picked up by Sequoia on the 45th day that
should be all that is required. Following is
the proposed change in underline/strikeout:
The deadline for the outside
agency receiving mail ballots
shall be on the forty-fifth (45th)
day after the mailing to the voters. iieweverrbtilletrs-wit4-reter%
envclopea poot marked after
cth (40th)-day following the
mailing te the votcro [than be
deemed untimely and void. In
the-eNrertt-the-peetreark-ie-net,
eterepeel-er-legible-en-the-return
enveleper-eaeh-ba4let-ehe41--be
eleemed-tireely-if-reeeived-13y-that
day--eft4he-ferty-ckfth-44.641+4-day
efter4he-rectilirtg4e-yeters,
Rule 14.E.9 states that ballots shall
be picked up after noon on the 45th day. It
has been the practice for Sequoia to pick
the ballots up before noon, but after mail
has been delivered to the PO. Box on the
45th day. We recommend that the language be changed to conform to actual
practice. Following is the proposed
change in underline/strikeout:
All mail ballots shall be picked
up by the outside agency after
8:00 a.m. MOOR on the forty-fifth
(45th) day following the mailing
to voters. The final logging and
tabulation of ballots shall immediately proceed thereafter.
Rule 17A requires challenges to be
postmarked within 7 days of the
International Balloting Committee (IBC)
Report. The problem with the postmark
requirement is that a challenge could be
postmarked on the last day for election
challenges and not be received (or known)
to the International Election Procedures
Committee (IEPC) until a week or more
later. As the Rules further require the
IEPC to hold an informal hearing within
14 days of the IBC report, we could be in
technical violation of those rules if the
challenge was received after the 14 day
following the IBC report. Therefore, we
recommend that the language be changed
to require challenges to be received within 7 days following the IBC report. Given
the availability of fax machines and
overnight mail, this should not be a problem. Following is the proposed change in
underline/strikeout:
In the event there is any challenge by any member or candidate concerning the conduct of
the election, such challenge shall
be made in writing, signed by the
challenger, and forwarded by certified mail Qr fax to the
Election
International
Procedures Committee. Such
challenges must be received
peetsmelikeel within seven (7)
days of the International
Balloting Committee issuing its
report on the tabulation of all
valid ballots cast. Such challenges must set forth the exact
nature of the complaint and
specify how it has affected the
outcome of the election.
Challenges that are received
peetm+ewlie€1 later than specified
above or that fail to provide the
information required above shall
not be acted upon. In any event,
all challenges and documents
forwarded to the International
Election Procedures Committee
shall become and remain the
property of the International
Election Procedures Committee,
and may not be withdrawn.
Rule 17.E requires the IEPC to hold
their informal hearing on the 14th day
following the issuance of the IBC report.
However, the deadlines for filing challenges, notifying affiliates and candidates
of the challenges, receipt of responses
concerning those challenges create a situation where the deadline for the responses to the challenges may be the 16th (or
later) day following the IBC report, that

is two days or more after the IEPC has
begun their hearing. We therefore recommend that the required hearing be held
on the 21st day following the IBC report
to ensure that all responses are in prior to
the start of the hearing and to give the
IEPC members a couple of days to review
such responses. Following is the proposed
change in underline/strikeout:
Upon receipt and review of all
responses and all necessary
information related to any challenges or investigations referred
by the International Balloting
Committee, on the twenty-first
fourteenth day after issuance of
the report on the tabulation of
ballots, the Interna-tional
Election Procedures Commit-tee
shall hold an informal hearing at
International Headquarters for
any oral arguments that any
challenger, candidate, or affiliate
representative may wish to present. Written notice of the date,
time and location of the hearing
shall be sent to all candidates,
challengers, and involved affiliates at least four (4) days in
advance of the hearing. Any
member may attend the hearing.
The International Election
Procedures Committee has the
authority to take steps to ensure
the hearing is orderly and may
eject anyone who engages in disorderly conduct or who fails to
comply with the directions of the
Committee.
Article VI, Section 11 (page 17)
requires the Balloting Committee to complete their work and issue their report
within 101 days after the Convention.
However, by following the timing of the
Election Rules, the Balloting Committee
is required to complete their work within
100 days following the conclusion of the
Convention. We therefore recommend
that this paragraph in Article VI, Section
11 be deleted. Following is the proposed
change in underline/strikeout from page
17 of the Constitution:
Withiri-ene--httefireti-ae.d-erke
4-1044-4ays-ther-thePerwentierk;
the-iffteprtetiertel-Belleting
Gentre4tee-with-the-eAeietemee
ef-all-etiteiele-e)leetiert--egeney
ehaill-tabuiete-the-batlieterreeeive
any challenged ballots and
report the reoulto, regardleoo
whet,her--arty-ehjeetiene-te-eenthietreffeetirtg-the-effteente-ePthe
pending.
Article VI, Section 11 also requires
the IEPC to resolve all election challenges
within 21 days of the IBC Report.
However, with the revised timeline as
indicated above (having the IEPC hold
the informal hearing on the twenty-first,
rather than the fourteenth day following
the IBC report), the 21 day requirement
must be changed. Our experience in the
last election indicates that the IEPC
could need up to fourteen days to complete the hearing and issue their report.
We therefore recommend that the 21 day
requirement be changed to 35 days.
Following is the proposed change in
underline/strikeout from page 17 of the
Constitution:
The International Election
Procedures Committee shall,
within thirty-five (35) twem,yone-4244 days of the Balloting
Committee Report, resolve any
objections to conduct affecting
the outcome of the election and
issue a report thereon, subject to
final review and determination
by the International Executive
Board at its first meeting following the Convention as specified
in Article VI, Section 10.
Rule 17.G requires the IEPC to issue
its report within 24 hours after the conclusion of the hearing. As we saw from
the last election, 24 hours is not sufficient
time for the Committee to issue its report
given the volume and complexity of the
challenges to the election conduct. The
change recommended above would give
the Committee two weeks to conduct its
hearing and complete its report. Rule 17.
G should be amended to conform with the
above. Following is the proposed change
in underline/strikeout:
The International Election
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ted by the 32nd Convention
Procedures Committee shall
issue a written report setting
forth its findings and recommendations concerning any challenges within thirty-five days of
the Balloting Committee Report
twenty—fettr—(-2-0—houtie—ef--the
hearing. The report shall set
forth a reply to each specific
challenge and shall be immediately sent to the Titled Officers,
the International Executive
Board, all candidates and all
affiliates for posting for their
membership.
Rule 7.8.6 requires candidates to be
charged for all expenses incurred with a
mailing request and then provides a
schedule of charges. The schedule of
charges was based on costs in existence in
1994. We recommend that the schedule be
removed and that candidates be charged
for actual expenses related to a mailing
request. By doing this, the schedule of
charges would not have to be updated at
each Convention. The candidates would
still, however, be provided an estimate of
charges related to a mailing request.
Following is the proposed change in
underline/strikeout:
Candidates will be charged for
all expenses incurred in complying with a mailing request. The
following charges will be applied:
Genweter--t-inie4pfintrp.Fog
eter).$444#0,44etif
1E0, Loki Steek 444 labels per page)
.412/page
lapiffter-Ribben-Fpl.0-Fekesi+.50/1,000 labels
4, Label printing setup ie
faeft4terifiCre-0.fitriiiting
tiete4
24,644kettt
Gefftiak4eF-preffeliffe4ng,4f

assist locals and districts by providing
educational and resource materials on
Bush's and Republican's anti-worker
record; and that ILWU locals and districts
shall reproduce and circulate these educational materials about the importance of
the 2004 election to all members; and
That ILWU members are urged to
communicate with lawmakers and candidates for office, demanding action on the
critical issues of the day, and demanding
opposition to the anti-worker corporate
agenda; and
That this Convention re-affirms the
ILWU policy of rank-and-file political
action, based on the principles of independence, education, and mobilization,
utilizing the full range of political action
tools as the best way to defend and
advance the interests of our membership.
ORGANIZE THE UNORGANIZED (P-2)

RESOLVED: That the ILWU reaffirms
that one of the most important missions
of our union is to organize the unorganized to build working class power; and
That the ILWU shall maintain its policy of committing at least 30 percent of its
personnel and resources to organizing the
unorganized.

PROGRAMS
TAKE OUR COUNTRY BACK
MOBILIZE FOR 2004 ELECTIONS—BUILD ON
RANK AND FILE POLITICAL ACTION (P-I)

RESOLVED: That all ILWU locals and
regions are urged to establish functional
political action programs and to encourage participation in them with the goal of
defeating Bush and anti-worker candidates and electing pro-worker candidates
in the 2004 presidential elections; and
That ILWU locals will work aggressively to ensure ILWU members and their
families are registered to vote and support union-endorsed candidates; and
That the International ILWU shall

DISTRICT COUNCILS (P-7)

RESOLVED: That the ILWU facilitate
communication between the various
District Councils; and
That the International work with the
District Councils to expand our capacity
to contact our members regarding the
ILWU positions so that we can develop a
unified, strong voice. Specifically, to
develop capacity for phone banking,
email, and direct mail to activate our
membership; and
That the ILWU urge all locals to affiliate and participate in the AFL-CIO State
Federations and Labor Councils so that
we can make common cause with all of
organized labor to build solidarity and
move a progressive labor agenda forward.

RESOLUTIONS

ORGANIZING PORT AND AIRPORT WORKERS IN
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA(P-3)

RESOLVED: That the International will
provide research and coordination of
organizing and political activities in support of organizing with the objective of
bringing all non-union workers at the
ports and airports of Oakland, San Jose,
San Francisco, Stockton, and West
Sacramento under the jurisdiction of the
ILWTJ.
ORGANIZE OR DIE(P-5)

RESOLVED: That the International set
peemipe4
up and coordinate regional organizing
4444cliew.
bodies up and down the Coast that are
PeIi.oer-lebele-tmid-pieeee-t.e.134414made up of the various ILWU and IBU
44,04449w.
locals; and
gt. isatiting-lalw4s443-pieeee
That the organizing program will seek
4044444-441904abele
to focus on strategic targets that will
it, Deliver pie-aeo te Post Office
enable existing locals to strengthen their
4eeet-roaries-44epettelingpositions in the various industries rather
ett-the-nufabeti-sofl-sise-a4444
than hot-shopping; and
weight-of-pieeet4
That a clear chain of command be
Atintillie444444#41445491tIrreeping
adhered to by all elements of the organiz&et-wit-tee
ing team, focusing on empowering and
41.00,hour
involving the rank-and-file and local leaders in the process; and
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA IEB MEMBER FROM
That monies be made available for
MINING(C-3)
salting, time loss, and training for rankRESOLVED: That Article VI Officers and-file members in order to augment the
Section 2 be amended by adding one (1) existing program; and
That all efforts be made to recruit new
additional International Executive Board
member for the Mining Industry in the organizers from the existing membership
ofthe IBU-ILWTJ, and that those that come
Southern California geographical area.
from other industries are trained to learn
the history, customs, and language of the
INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE, INTERNATIONAL
workers they are trying to organize.
DEPARTMENT(C-5)
RESOLVED: That we create an international committee, based on representation of all the divisions. The purpose of
this committee will be to better coordinate our influence and build better relations with unions worldwide; and
That if financials allow, or we can gain
enough finances, we create an international department with an international director that works directly
under the Titled Officers; and
That an international department is
set up or an international director
spot is created, all details will be
worked out with the Titled Officers
approval
of the
with
the
International Executive Board.

of Research and Education, namely the
research Director and the Director of educational Services) will provide a full evaluation of the effectiveness of this per capita increase and the activities it is intended to fund so that the delegates to the
2006 Convention will be able to make an
informed decision about continuing or
changing this approach to funding education in the ILWU.

FUNDING ILWU EDUCATION(P4)

RESOLVED: That the ILWU Convention
increase the budget for education up from
$90,000 to a new total of $184,000 by
increasing per capita dues by seven cents
per member per month for 36 months(an
estimated $94,000) to fund three educational events called for by the 2000
Convention (LEAD,. STC and an
advanced LEAD); and
That these three events include
another Secretary-Treasurers (and
Trustees) Conference (65 members Cu
four days), followed by an advanced
LEAD for graduates of LEAD and local
officers (65 members @, five days), followed by another basic LEAD (85 members five days); and
That curriculum planning for the
advanced LEAD will be preceded by a survey of a sampling of local officers and former LEAD instructors and LEAD graduates to help guide the content and format
of the advanced training; and
That the proposed budget for education during 2003-2005 will remain targeted on educational materials, activities,
support for education at the local and
area level, including at least $20,000 for
Local 142's Labor Institute (the amount
by which the International has helped
support the past two Labor Institutes);
and
That the ILWU Titled Officers, in consultation with the staff ofthe Department

SUPPORT FOR LOCAL 30 CONTRACT
NEGOTIATIONS (R-I)
RESOLVED: That the 32nd Convention
salute and support ILWU Local 30 Mine,
Mineral and Processing Workers by having an International Representative at
each and every scheduled meeting and at
a ratification vote. The 32nd Convention
recognizes the great contribution made
by these workers to the ILWU and the
Union Movement.
COMPREHENSIVE AND UNIVERSAL HEALTH CARE
(R-2)

RESOLVED: The ILWU calls on our government of the people to fund and enact a
program of comprehensive health care for
every person in our society; and
The ILWU pledges its cooperation and
support to all those struggling to bring
about universal and comprehensive
health coverage; and
The Titled Officers of the ILWU shall
submit this resolution to the AFL-CIO for
action.
ICEM AFFILIATION AND RIO TINTO NETWORK

(R-3)
RESOLVED: That the ILWU continues
with its affiliation with the ICEM; and
That the ILWU takes a role in keeping
the Rio Tinto Network alive whether it be
with financial or solidarity support.
UNITY, SOLIDARITY BETWEEN ORGANIZED
LABOR, SENIOR CITIZEN GROUPS AND ALL
WORKERS(R-4)

RESOLVED: That this 32nd ILWU
Convention adopt and call for all of Labor
Organizations, Senior Groups, etc. a
mobilization of political and otherwise
movements to protect and champion the
rights and support for Jobs, Pensions,
Health Care, Medicare, Social Security
for all seniors and workers; and
That contacts be made to our Allies
that we need their Voices, Votes,
Convictions and support immediately and
not just (lip service) as has been. "THE
FUTURE IS AT STAKE."
NATIONAL HEALTH CARE (R-5)

RESOLVED: That the priority issue for
the ILWU in the national arena is to make
medical care and prescriptions affordable
and of the highest quality; and
The ILWU is to put together a joint
program similar to what was negotiated
by the Longshore

help finance the Tacoma event.
PROTECTING AND ENHANCING SOCIAL SECURITY
(R-8)

RESOLVED: That the 32nd Convention
of the International Longshore and
Warehouse Union demands that Congress
work to strengthen Social Security by
making the trust fund sound for the next
75 years and ensuring that benefits will
not be eroded; and
That the ILWU calls upon government (federal and state) to mandate an
additional tax on companies that do not
offer pension plans; and
That the ILWU encourage its active
and retired members to join and participate in organizations that work to defend
and improve Social Security.
BANKRUPTCY AND PLANT CLOSURE
PROTECTION (R-9)

RESOLVED: That all ILWU locals are
urged to increase pressure on Congress
and state legislatures to adopt legislation
protecting workers in the event of an
employer bankruptcy, mandating that
employers disclose all information about
any bankruptcy proceedings and guaranteeing that the claims of employees for
earned wages and benefits come before
those of other creditors; and
That ILWU members are urged to be
vigilant of their own employers concerning the timely payment of insurance bills,
pension contributions, and union dues
check-off, particularly when employers
are experiencing financial difficulty; and
That all ILWU locals are urged to
work for legislation that requires successor employers to retain all workers and to
recognize and bargain with the incumbent union.
OPPOSE SO-C.ALLLED "FREE TRADE AREA OF
THE AMERICAS"(R-10)

RESOLVED: That the ILWU demands
that Congress reject the job-killing Free
Trade Area of the Americas sought by
Bush and big business; and
That the ILWU calls on Congress to
work for "fair trade agreements" which
promote workers' right to organize
unions and protect safety, health, and the
environment; and
That the International ILWU to provide districts and locals with information
on the ongoing struggle to defeat the
FTAA, and to coordinate our efforts with
those of our allies and other unions fighting on this front.
OPPOSE BUSH'S TAX GIVEAWAY TO WEALTHY

(R-12)
RESOLVED: That the ILWU demand that
Congress reject Bush's attempts to bankrupt the federal government and raid the
nation's treasury by tax giveaways to the
wealthy, and instead, Congress along with
state and local governments should
reform the tax system by restoring higher
tax rates on the wealthy and corporations
and reducing taxes on working-class
Americans; and
The ILWU demands that Congress
restore full employment to its rightful
place at the top of federal priorities; and
That all ILWU locals and districts are
urged to participate in the broad campaign for new federal tax and spending
priorities by joining and assisting groups
and coalitions such as the Citizens'
Budget Campaign, National Priorities
Project, United for a Fair Economy; and
Good Jobs First and actively support
organizations that are attempting to create an alternative, people-driven model of
globalization, such as the Hemispheric
Social Alliance and the World Social
Forum.
CALIFORNIA SENATE BILL 2(R-I4)

RESOLVED: That the ILWU International Convention supports Senate Bill 2
(SB2) and urges the Northern and
Southern California District Councils and
RESOLVED: That we honor Willie Adams all ILWU California affiliates to support
and Mike Chambers for their great effort SB2.
and success; and
That all ILWU locals get aboard with FIGHT FOR PEACE AND OPPOSE WAR (R-I5)
support and sponsorship of Black history
events during Black History Month. In RESOLVED: The ILWU opposes the Bush
sponsoring these events, we support the Administration's choice of war instead of
diplomatic, economic, and other sanctions
Tacoma event as the flagship event; and
That we urge our locals and friends to directed by the United Nations in dealing
BLACK HISTORY AND LABOR CELEBRATION
TACOMA (R-6)

continued on page 8
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with the situation in Iraq and potential
situations with Syria, Iran, North Korea,
Pakistan, China, and other countries; and
That the ILWU opposes President
Bush's doctrine of "preventive war" and
authorizing the assassination of heads of
state as immoral and contrary to "just
war" as defined by international law
which states that war is only permissible
to confront a real and certain danger to
protect innocent life and is the last resort
after all peaceful alternatives have been
exhausted; and
That the ILWU calls on the US to
renounce it's own use of weapons of mass
destruction and other inhumane weapons
such as radioactive uranium tipped warheads, cluster bombs, and land mines,
which the US used in Vietnam, Iraq,
Yugoslavia, and Afghanistan and where
these weapons continue to maim and kill
innocent civilians long after the conflict
in these countries have ended; and
That the ILWU calls for a substantial
reduction in the US military budget,
while redirecting resources to provide
adequate pay and benefits to enlisted personnel, sufficient funding of health care
and other programs for veterans, and for
improving the nation's transportation
system, housing, health care, education,
environmental protection, renewable
resource development and other infrastructure; and
That the ILWU calls for the conversion of defense industries to production
for industrial and consumer use and to
refocus federal research on the technologies required by today's industrial, health
care and consumer markets, rather than
military technologies; and
That the ILWU calls on the US to turn
to peace instead of war—to stop being the
biggest arms dealer and instead supply the
world with the know-how and technology
to grow more food, to cure disease, and
clean up the environment—to replace the
250,000 US troops around the world with
educators, health care workers, and construction workers to help the poorer countries of the world eliminate the poverty
and injustice that breeds terrorism.
OPPOSE BUSH ATTEMPTS TO GUT OSHA, LABOR
STANDARDS, OVERTIME, AND NLRB (R-I6)

RESOLVED: That all ILWU locals and
districts will redouble their efforts to educate their members,the labor community,
and the general public about the antiunion, anti-worker agenda of George W.
Bush and the Republican dominated
Congress; and
The ILWU will join with other unions
and community organizations to form a
united front to oppose the Bush
Administration and Republican attempts
to undermine labor standards, overtime
protection, worker safety and health, and
worker rights under the National Labor
Relations Act.

and
That the ILWU support passage of
local, state and federal legislation to
require that any work done with public
money provide a living wage, decent benefits, and neutrality towards union organizing; and
That the ILWU condemn efforts to
balance public budgets on the backs of
public employees through wage cuts, layoffs, speedup, and other steps which
exploit public workers and undermine
public services; and
That the ILWU call on Congress to
restore adequate federal support for state
and local governments so that public
needs can be met without cutting the
wages, benefits, and working conditions
of public employees, thereby removing
the main incentive to privatize; and
That the ILWU blast the dangerous
attempts to undermine our system of
public education through privatization or
threaten educational funding through
voucher systems which undermines the
financing of public schools; and
That the ILWU call on ILWU locals
and districts to close ranks with public
sector workers, and other public sector
unions, to defend public workers from
these attacks and help seek out creative
solutions; and
That the ILWU support the unionization of private sector service companies
and agencies which would otherwise
undermine the job security and conditions of unionized public sector employees; and
That the ILWU call on Congress to cut
off all funding for efforts to promote the
privatization concept around the world,
namely the funding for such schemes contaMed in the work of the World Bank and
the International Monetary Fund.
HEALTH CARE FOR ALL (R-20)

RESOLVED: That the 32nd Convention
of the International Longshore and
Warehouse Union acknowledges that
health care in the U.S. should be a right,
not a privilege; and
That the ILWU will work together in
coalition with organizations and individuals to advocate for a single payer system
in the U.S.; and
That the ILWU will work to elect lawmakers who understand the need for universal health care and will have the
courage to speak and work for it; and
That while we work toward the ultimate goal of universal health care, the
ILWU will also work to achieve incremental changes, like coverage for prescription
drugs under Medicare.
IN APPRECIATION OF ILWU PENSIONERS(R-2I)

repeal those sections of the Patriot Act
and other recent laws which infringe on
the Bill of Rights and collective bargaining, resist the unconstitutional power
grab by President Bush, and restore the
Constitutional balance of power among
the branches of government.
AH QUON McELRATH (R-23)

RESOLVED: That we, the Titled Officers
and assembled Convention delegates of
the ILWU, hereby bestow upon Ah Quon
McElrath the status of lifetime honorary
member of the ILWU.
OPPOSE THE U.S. WAR AGAINST IRAQ (R-24)

RESOLVED: That the International
Long-shore and Warehouse Union opposes the war against Iraq and stands in
defense of labor and people's democratic
rights throughout the world.
IN SUPPORT OF NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
MASTER WAREHOUSE NEGOTIATIONS (R-26)

RESOLVED: That when called upon the
International provide support and
research to help ensure a positive outcome to these negotiations; and
That when called upon the
International use its good offices to bring
the full force of the Labor movement in
support of the membership of Local 6 and
Local 17 in their struggle for a fair contract.
RESOLUTION ON FEDERAL CARGO FEES (R-27)

RESOLVED: That the ILWU opposes the
imposition by the U.S. Government of
new fees on cargo transiting U.S. ports for
any purpose; and
That the ILWU specifically opposes
the imposition of new cargo fees as means
of raising revenue for the reauthorization
of TEA-21.
IN RECOGNITION OF JOE !BARRA (R-28)

RESOLVED: In recognition of his service
to the ILWU, this Thirty-second
International Convention of the ILWU
expresses its most sincere gratitude and
appreciation to Joe. The ILWU is a better
Union because of Joe. We will miss his
active participation in the affairs of the
Union and look forward to his participation as a retiree; and
On behalf of the entire membership of
the ILWU, we wish Joe and his wife Elsa
a long and healthy retirement and a couple of strokes off his golf game.
COLOMBIAN UNIONISTS AND SUPPORT FOR THE
COCA COLA BOYCOTT (R-29)

RESOLVED: That the ILWU demand that
Congress end the funding of Plan
Colombia; and
That the ILWU join the boycott of
Coca Cola and do all it can to publicize the
boycott around the world.

RESOLVED: That the 32nd Convention
of the International Longshore and
Warehouse Union extend sincere appreciation to all ILWU pensioners for their role
in building this great union; and
PRESERVING AND ENHANCING MEDICARE (R-17)
That the ILWU especially recognize SUPPORT OF ECUADORIAN BANANA WORKERS
RESOLVED: That the 32nd Convention the leaders of the pensioner organizations (R-30)
of the International Longshore and within the union for their contribution to RESOLVED: That the ILWU call upon
Warehouse Union urges Congress to con- help the ILWU grow and develop; and
the new Ecuadorian government to bring
That the ILWU call on all ILWU locals to justice those responsible for the violent
sider the House Democratic proposal to
provide prescription drug coverage under to support and encourage the formation assault at the Alamos plantations on May
Medicare that provides for a guaranteed of ILWU retiree committees and clubs; 16, 2002; and
minimum benefit, an out-of-pocket maxi- and
That the ILWU call upon the
That the ILWU pledge to bargain for Ecuadorian government to ensure that
mum, and is affordable; and BE IT
retiree benefits in contract negotiations Ecuadorian workers, especially in the
FINALLY
That the ILWU and its locals engage and to take on political issues that will banana industry, are accorded their interin political action and coalition work on preserve the dignity and economic well- nationally-recognized worker rights; and
the national and state level to advocate being of all retirees; and
That the ILWU call upon the
That the ILWU call on all ILWU pen- Ecuadorian government to reform its
for prescription drug coverage for other
sioners to continue to remain active in labor code to bring it into compliance
uninsured individuals and families.
defending the rights and benefits of all with ILO conventions, especially ILO
workers and retirees.
IN APPRECIATION OF EUSEBIO "BOBO"
Conventions 87 and 98 with respect to the
LAPENIA, JR.(R-I8)
right to organize and the right to bargain
OPPOSE US PATRIOT ACT (R-22)
RESOLVED: That this Convention of the RESOLVED: That the ILWU opposes any collectively; and
That the ILWU call upon the U.S. govILWU extend its gratitude and fond wish- change in the federal criminal code that
es to Lapenia for a retirement that is ful- would undermine our basic rights to ernment to enforce U.S. law conditioning
filling and productive as his many years organize, strike, protest, demonstrate and U.S. trade benefits on the exporting counwith the union have been. Mahal° and otherwise defend the interests of working try taking steps to improve worker rights.
Aloha!
people, specifically including changes OPPOSITION TO FARMED FISH (R-3I)
designed to make picket line activity subOPPOSE PRIVATIZATION AND SUPPORT PUBLIC
ject to federal prosecution; and
RESOLVED: That this 32nd ILWU
EDUCATION (R-I9)
That all ILWU locals are urged to International Convention support and
RESOLVED: That the ILWU oppose the actively defend the right to protest pursue legislation requiring mandatory
privatization of public services and facili- against government and corporate poli- labeling of all farmed and wild caught
ties, demand a thorough public evaluation cies which hurt working people; and
salmon sold; and
work
with
will
The ILWU
of any attempts to do so, and support pasThat the ILWU demand the exempsage of legislative moratoriums on the Congressional representatives in our tion of farmed salmon from the Free
contracting-out of any public sector work; jurisdictions to demand that Congress Trade Agreement with Chile; and

That the ILWU call for a national boycott of "farmed salmon" sold in the
United States.
JOBS WITH JUSTICE (R-32)

RESOLVED: That the International
Long-shore & Warehouse Union become a
member of national Jobs with Justice;
and
That ILWU Locals and IBU Regions
in areas with Jobs with Justice coalitions
are urged to become active participants in
those coalitions; and
That the International Longshore &
Warehouse Union contribute $10,000 for
2003 membership in Jobs with Justice.
IN SUPPORT OF LOCAL 75 NEGOTIATIONS (R-33)

RESOLVED: That when called upon, the
International will provide all-out support
to secure a good contract for Local 75.
IMPROVE AND EXPAND WATER TRANSIT (R-34)

RESOLVED: That the ILWU join with the
other transportation unions and environmental groups to support efforts to
improve and expand water transit routes.
OPPOSITION TO THE U.S. OCCUPATION OF IRAQ
(R-35)

RESOLVED: That we demand that the
U.S. military immediately withdraw from
Iraq and the Middle East and recognize
the right of the Arab peoples to self-determination free of foreign interference.
STOP ALLOWING THE THREAT OF WAR TO
ATTACK OUR CIVIL LIBERTIES AND WORKERS'
RIGHTS AT HOME (R-36)

RESOLVED: That in the tradition of the
ILWU's progressive history we take an
active role in building labor and community coalitions to organize to protect our
workers' rights and civil liberties here at
home.
ORGANIZING IN ALASKA (R-37)

RESOLVED: That this Thirty-second
Interna-tional Convention support the
establishment of an organizing office in
Anchorage, to be staffed full-time by a
member of the runr, to facilitate organizing in Alaska.
SUPPORT FOR AMERICA'S CABOTAGE LAWS (R38)

RESOLVED: That the Thirty-second
Conven-tion of the International
Longshore and Warehouse Union reaffirm its support of America's cabotage
laws and denounce the efforts to repeal
those laws as inimical to the interests of
American workers; and
That this resolution be sent to all
members of Congress and the legislatures
of the states of Alaska, Washington,
Oregon, California, and Hawaii.
GENERAL STRIKES AND TAFT-HARTLEY (R-39)

RESOLVED: That the ILWU will publicize and champion the goal of regaining
the right of workers to engage in a
General Strike, in plain and proud view of
all workers for further consideration; and
That the ILWU will work with other
Unions and coalitions towards repealing
the Taft-Hartley Act.
SUPPORT FOR LOCAL S NEGOTIATIONS (R-40)

RESOLVED: That our sisters and brothers of the ILWU will participate to the
fullest extent possible, when called upon,
to assist Local 5 members achieve a second contract with Powell's Books, Inc.;
and
That the International will send a representative to assist in these negotiations
at such times that Local 5 requests such
representation.
SECOND MARITIME AND MINING CONFERENCE
(R-44)

RESOLVED: That the ILWU will co-sponsor with the MUA and CFMEU and other
unions the second Maritime and Mining
Conference to be held on the West Coast,
U.S.A.
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International Elections
MAIL-IN BALLOT INSTRUCTIONS

GENERAL NOTICE OF
!MU REFERENDUM ELECTION
directly calling Sequoia Pacific lenged ballots will be subject to possiSystems, the outside agency assisting ble later investigation as to the
in this election, at 1-800-347-4598. voter's eligibility.
Also, the ballot packets are elecSince most ILWU members should
An election by secret ballot is receive their ballot packet from the tronically coded to prevent anyone
being conducted by mail to determine mailing, telephone calls to Sequoia from having more than one ballot
the selection of ILWU Titled Officers, Pacific Systems will not be accepted counted. If a voter mails in more than
International Executive Board mem- until after June 23, 2003. A ballot one ballot, the ballot with the latest
bers, and, for Longshore Division packet can only be obtained from postmark or receipt stamp will be
locals only, Coast Committeemen. The Sequoia Pacific Systems and not from counted and the prior one(s) will be
mail ballot procedure is the only the ILWU, the ILWU Election voided. However, where it is not posmethod being used for voting in this Procedures Committee, the ILWU sible to determine the latest postelection. The election is being conduct- locals and affiliates, or any of their mark or receipt stamp, all ballots cast
by the same voter will be voided.
ed pursuant to the ILWU Election officers and representatives.
Any ILWU member who has a
Rules and Procedures adopted at the
Please also note that all voters
April, 1994 Convention and as subse- must return their ballots in the desig- question about the election may call
quently amended. By Monday, June nated post office box in San the ILWU Election Procedures
16, 2003 ballot packets will have been Francisco, California, no later than Committee at 1-415-775-0533 to leave
mailed out to all ILWU members listed July 31, 2003. Late ballots will not be a voice mail message. If you call
before 9:00 a.m., after 5:00 p.m. or on
on the Voter Eligibility List.
counted under any circumstances.
If for any reason you do not
To prevent ineligible persons weekends and holidays, dial extenreceive in the mail a ballot packet by from voting, please note that any sion 150 during the answering
Monday, June 23, 2003 and if you individual who requests a ballot pack- machine message to be connected to
believe you are an ILWU member et and who is not on the Voter voicemail.
who is eligible to vote in this election, Eligibility List will be sent a chalyou can obtain a ballot packet by lenged ballot for voting. All chal-

(FOR POSTING AT ALL ILWU UNION
HALLS AND OFFICES FROM JUNE 16,
2003 THROUGH JULY 31, 2003)

JAMES SPINOSA
LOCAL 63
No statement provided.

posterity than we do
ment with these
issues. Our union
about popularity.
must help lead the
In Hawaii, our
fight for economic
hotel, sugar and
pineapple workers
justice. Your support
will give the ILWU
are facing a hurting
economy.
Our
and the labor movement the added
Warehouse Locals 6,
ammunition in our
9, 17 and 26 are losbattle to gain the
ing members. Our
high ground.
Alaskan brothers are
You and I have
facing a difficult conwitnessed the birth
tract
negotiation.
of a new century and
Organizing must be
a new millennium.
one of our top prioriOur union faces too
ties. It is important
many problems to
that each local's
allow us one single
finances are in order, Willie Adams, Local 23
moment of isolation
operating in the
black and building reserves for the future. or separation. The power of organized
I have been known as a powerful advo- labor, the Democratic Party and the people
cate of social and political issues and have been eroded because ofthe grip ofthe
believe we must continue the ILWU tradi- few on our governing institutions. The fall
tion of progressive rank and file involve- in living standards of working people, the

growing polarization of our economy, and
the deterioration of our economic power
have adversely affected all members of the
ILWU.
running for International
In
Secretary Treasurer, I'm not worried
about criticism, for only he who has done
nothing and accomplished nothing in life is
free from all the darts and arrows of criticism. Our mission is to make our contributions as best we can and to make the path
easier for all those who follow us.
I am running to ensure the
International is capable of backing up the
needs of any local or division involved in
contract bargaining, organizing or facing
an economic crisis. The International must
be prepared to work in the following
areas—organizing, political action, public
relations, education, and developing our
place in the international arena. I will
ensure that every penny collected is used
to service the membership and build the
power of this organization.

improveto its board by
benefit
Senator Burton.
I was honored to be the first woman ments and investI have initiated
ever nominated at our Convention for ment portfolios.
successful
safetyI have organized
International Office—Secretary Treasurer.
training programs,
I am asking for your support and your new ILWU members
new member educaand won first convote.
tion,
leadership
I have a track record of hard work, tracts.
trainings and shop
For many years I
experience and commitment to bring to
steward trainings.
the office of Secretary Treasurer. Elected have served as the
I was nominated
from the ranks at Golden Gate Ferry I Vice President of the
and endorsed by delhave served as the San Francisco Regional Northern California
egates from all diviCouncil
Director of the Inlandboatmen's Union, District
sions of the ILWU:
(NCDC). I have
Marine Division, ILWU,for 13 years.
Longshore,
I've led numerous bargaining teams helped plan and
and
Warehouse
representing various classifications within carry out the ILWU
These
Maritime.
the IBU, such as captains, tankermen, political action proendorsements reflect
deckhands, marine mechanics, cooks, tick- gram. I've organized
my commitment to
lobbying
days
in
SF
Region
etc.
Secchitano,
IBU
agents,
I've
negotiating
Marina
assisted
in
et
the entire ILWU
aggregate agreements with the Longshore Sacramento. As coDivision. I was chosen by 17 unions; founder, I've chaired our annual NCDC
I stand for an ILWU in which we can
including Ironworkers, Machinists, fundraiser, which funds our lobbyist and
debate openly, where each of our voices can
Teamsters, working for the Golden Gate political action.
I helped establish the San Francisco be heard. You can be sure that I will always
Bridge District, to lead the Union's joint
Bay Area Water Transit Authority (intend- speak my mind and stand up for what I
negotiating team at the bargaining table.
As a trustee of both the IBU Health ed to be the biggest boon in union mar- believe is right.
The job of Secretary Treasurer safeand Pension Plans, I am experienced with itime jobs since WW IL), worked to get it
plan design, cost containment measures, $12 million in funding, and was appointed guards the financial integrity of our

Union. As an elected officer and trustee, I
will oversee the finances of the
International with rare. I know the purse
of the ILWU is funded directly from the
pockets of our hard working members. I
will undertake this trust with vigilance
and commitment.
I have been on the front lines and in
the trenches: fighting to organize new
members,for the best contracts and building political power. The importance of the
work we do was demonstrated during the
last Longshore contract struggle. The
future upcoming struggles of Warehouse
and IBU require leadership and experience.
With your support I will use my experience and drive to
• Shepherd the resources of our great
Union
• Continue the leadership training programs
• Rejuvenate the organizing of the
march inland for the Warehouse
Division.

My name is Willie Adams and I am
running for International Secretary
Treasurer of the ILWU. I have been registered since 1980 and presently am a member of Local 23 in Tacoma, Washington. My
varied ILWU experience includes:
ILWU caucus delegate for the past six
years.
• Chairman of the Coast Jurisdiction
Committee
• A member of the Coast Legislative
Committee, serving in Washington, D.C.
• A member of the International
Executive Board for the past three
years.
• A trustee for the union.
On behalfofthe union, I have traveled
to Australia, Sweden, Singapore, England,
Holland, Germany, Belgium, Cuba and
Vietnam.
I am here to listen to all members of
the ILWU and support the programs of our
2003 convention. We need a change of values so that we begin to care more about

Brothers and Sisters,
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INTERNATIONAL VICE PRESIDENT, MAINLAND
Shipboard Grain and
Thank you for your support.
Grain
Although I am again running for In-House
International Vice President unopposed, I negotiations. I was
want to pass along to everyone my appre- the Co-Chair in the
ciation for the support over the past three 1999 and the 2002
years as your International Vice President. ILWU/PMA
I will give you a bit of my past first of Longshore Contract
all. I came to the waterfront in 1969 in negotiations alongVancouver, Washington, Local 4 and was side Jim Spinosa.
registered in 1970. This is where my wife These negotiations
and I raised our two boys. It was tough at have resulted in
first, because in 1971 we went on strike for tremendous gains in
134 days. This experience marked the our welfare and
beginning of my insight as to the fight and increases in our penresolve one must draw upon to obtain sion benefits, which
are among the best in
what we have today.
I served on the Local's Executive the nation.
I have always
Board, Chairman of the Labor Relations
Committee and was Chief Dispatcher. I informed the local's leadership of the
represented Local 4 as Convention and issues and consulted with them on matters
Caucus Delegate since the mid-1980s. I that affect their local. I have faced difficult
have served as Small Port Negotiator for situations head-on, even if it was not a
the Columbia River in the 1993 and 1996 popular position to take, and I have stood
accountable for my actions.
contract negotiations.
The Organizing Department has been
When the Coast Committee office was
vacated in 1993-94, I was appointed to scaled to work within its budget. New
complete the term. From there, I held the organizers have been hired and will be
office of Coast Committeeman from 1997- held accountable for funds spent and
2000. I then served our union as Vice results obtained.
My door has always been open and I
President during the 2000-2003 term.
During this time I have chaired several have returned all of your calls. I am a discontract negotiations in the Northwest for ciplined, dedicated union man that listens

follows
to, and
through, with the
membership's directives. I endeavor to
inject my experience
and leadership qualities into the decisionmaking process in
order to further the
progressive movement of the ILWU.
you
Thank
again for your support and vote of confidence for the next
three years. Vote for
Robert "Big Bob"
for
McEllrath
International Vice President.

INTERNATIONAL VICE PRESIDENT, HAWAII
GEORGE MARTIN
Our members and the world alike
revere our illustrious history The ILWU
has set the standard of militant unionism.
The rank and file, for the rank and file
through our constitution, runs our union.
I would like to use that constitution to help
forge a future for our children. It is our
responsibility to do this. Complacency has
no place in our organization; with your
help and guidance I want to build a strong
future.
Aloha, my name is George Martin and
I am running for Vice President
International (Hawaii).
Ifelected, my pledge is that I will work
tirelessly to follow our constitution to benefit all of you to the fullest. I will protect
the autonomy we all cherish. I am asking
for your vote. I am asking you to take the
time to vote. The future of the union, your
future, a better future for your children
depends on your participation, so vote.
As a rank and file member, I want to
see the future of our union in our hands. It
is for us to mold and shape. We must be
progressive, aggressive, and adaptable in
seeking that future. I have faith in the
rank and file to be and do just that. We
have as our foundation the ten guiding
principles of our founding brothers and
sisters.
My life is unionism. My candidacy is
your opportunity to have a choice—a real

Remember,
choice.
your vote is your
power to make a
change. You and I pay
for this election.
Exercise your rights.
Many have sacrificed
to give us the right to
vote. Use it. I challenge you to participate—vote.
The main duty of
an International Vice
President is to organize. To be successful
with this task we need
to mobilize internally.
As a young man I had
the opportunity to see how my uncle,
George Martin (International Vice
President-emeritus Hawaii) with help and
support from Harry Bridges and other
esteemed members could get thatjob done.
I intend to do the same.
Education is one of the many tools we
can use to accomplish this. Information
must flow freely at all times. Each one of
us must remain alert to the changes that
present themselves to us daily. To do this
we must follow the first guiding principle
which says: "if the members are given all
of the facts, ninety-nine times out of one
hundred they will make the right choice."
I will give you all the facts all the time.

In the last Local
142 convention we
passed a resolution to
use less paper. I am
heeding that call and
have gone electronic.
Visit my web site.
martE-mail:
ing0124Ci hawaii.rr.com
Phone:(808) 895-3990
Mail: PO Box 272,
HI
Laupahoehoe,
96764; Web address:
http://hawaiivp.tsx.org
I want to represent you my brothers
and sisters to the best
of
my
abilities.
Together we can do great things. I need
your vote. Let us build our future together.

INTERNATIONAL VICE PRESIDENT, HAWAII
LEADERSHIP, EXPERIENCE
AND SUCCESS

INLANDBOATMEN'S
UNION

As a second generation ILWU member
and longshoreman, I have dedicated over
20 years of my life to our union as a rankand-file member and a full time officer. I've
represented our union as a shop steward.
unit officer, negotiating committee member, lead rank-and-file organizer, Business
Agent, negotiations spokesperson, International Field Representative, first contract negotiator and International Vice
President-Hawaii. Over the years I helped
organize new ILWU members into our
union, helped maintain standards and
jurisdiction, and negotiated and enforced
union contracts.

As International
VP. Hawaii I worked
with the 1BU (Hawaii
region) leadership in
their recent difficult
contract negotiations
and helped reach an
agreeable settlement.

HAWAII LONGSHORE
Local 142 negotiates on behalf oflongshore workers in Hawaii. By attending
longshore caucuses, I increased my understanding of new longshore technology and
industry standards. I participated in negotiations for the current Hawaii longshore
and satellite unit contracts (clerks,
mechanics, container yard and container
freight station). I attended bargaining sessions, caucuses and statewide ratification
meetings during the last negotiations.

GRASS ROOTS
ORGANIZING
As your International Vice PresidentHawaii I worked with
Local 142 leadership to
rebuild Hawaii's Organizing Department.
Under my direction, the department:
brought in more rank-and-file organizers;
assisted with completing several first contract negotiations covering hundreds of
new union members; achieved about a 90%
success rate in elections to join our union;
and possesses a technical research capability. The department is currently negotiating several first contracts, in addition to
ongoing organizing campaigns and assisting various Local 142 units.

EXPERIENCED
CONTRACT
NEGOTIATOR
I have taken personal responsibility to:
negotiate first contracts
at several newly organized companies; expand
our union by negotiating card-checks with
companies; be spokesperson for several contract negotiations at
existing Local 142
units, including hotel
units.

HOTEL ADJUSTMENT BOARD
& APPEALS
In Hawaii, the International has a role
on the Hotel Adjustment Board to help
interpret and administrate hotel contracts
and help workers in disciplinary/termination cases. The International also hears
appeals from Local 142-Hawaii members
whose arbitration requests have been
denied.

NATIONAL LOBBYING EFFORTS
In Washington D.C., I helped lobby
support for longshore negotiations, sugar
industry issues and hotel industry related
issues. Local 142 has a good relationship
with Hawaii's U.S. Congressional and
Senatorial delegation. We need to establish
contacts with the delegations up and down
the coast and have all of them work together in the interest of the Labor movement.

PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE
I participated in dockers' conferences.
the Hawaii State AFL-CIO Federation and
the Asian Pacific American Labor Alliance
boards. Participation in these and other
Labor organizations helps tap resources
and strengthen our union in preparation
for future conflicts.

LET'S STICK TOGETHER
I would like to thank my fellow union
brothers and sisters for their support and
the opportunity to serve as International
Vice President-Hawaii. I humbly ask for
your continued support so we can build on
our union's strongholds and develop our
technical capabilities to face the future.
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Southern California Internationa Executive Board

LARRY CARLTON
LOCAL 46
I was registered as a class "B" longshoreman in October 1965 and elevated to
Class "A" July 1967. I transferred to Class
"A" clerk status September 1979. During
my 38 years in the Longshore Division, I
have served on the following committees
and offices for Local 46:
• Grievance Committee: 1 year in
2000.
• Trustee: 4 years, 1972 and 19982000.
• Executive Board member: 13 years,
1972-1981 and 1998-2000.
• LRC Committee: 6 years, 19781981, 1986 and 1992.
• Vice President: 5 years, 1978-1981
and again in 1998.
• Secretary-Treasurer, Dispatcher: 6
years, 1982-1985 and 1996 and 1997.
• Caucus Delegate: 8 years, 1993 and
again 1997-2003.
• Convention Delegate: 3 times, 1997,
2000 and 2003.
• President of Local 46: 3 years, 20012003.
• I served on the Longshore Division
Pension / Welfare Committee from 19992002.
• The Longshore Division Lost and
Cancelled Years from 1999-2002.
• Member of Longshore Clerks
Negotiation Committee 2002.
If elected, I will fulfill the job to the
best of my ability and I will be dedicated
to the job for the next three years.

International
Executive Board
Desert Southern
California

MIKE MITRE
LOCAL 13
No statement provided.

Canada inel Executive
Board (Vote for one)

TOM DUFRESNE
LOCAL 500
No statement provided.

International
Executive Board
1BU
(Vote for one

(Vote for one)

DAVE FREIBOTH
PUGET SOUND REGION
No statement provided.

TRINIDAD E. ESQUIVEL III
LOCAL 30
No statement provided.

ote for three)

GARY HARVEY
LOCAL 20

JOHN TOUSSEAU
LOCAL 63

It is a tremendous honor to receive a
nomination to serve on the International
Executive Board. Being a member of the
ILWU family for 26 years and having my
strong Union beliefs, I am excited and
eager to preserve our great Union. I began
my journey through the union as a young
shop steward anxious to make a difference. It wasn't long before my tenacity got
me elected to Chief Steward, having also
been elected to Guide and Sergeant at
Arms. I have also been elected for Vice
President and President, which is what I
currently serve. While serving as
President the past 10 years, I have also
been elected to represent Local 20 for the
past four ILWU Conventions. I've paid
close attention to all the issues raised at
the last four Conventions and I understand what the needs of the ILWU will be
in the future. With that in mind, I believe
I possess the tools and knowledge to meet
those needs and I will accomplish them to
the best of my ability if elected.
Throughout my terms as President, I
have been through three negotiations as
the chief negotiator. I have been on the
negotiating committee for numerous others. With strong support from all other
Unions, I'm extremely proud to say that
the negotiating committees and myself
have done very well in securing good
wages and benefits for our members.
I work at U.S. Borax in the Los
Angeles Harbor. Borax, owned by corporate power Rio Tinto, is a very aggressive
employer and enemy of organized labor
throughout the world. Local 20 is part of
the Rio Tinto Network. This is a network
made up of all Unions who work for Rio
Tinto companies. They are comprised of
Unions in Australia, Brazil, Indonesia,
Spain and Africa. Through this network
I've made many connections with Union
workers. I mention this because one of the
main strides that the ILWU is looking to
accomplish in the future is to grow
stronger global ties with other Unions
throughout the world. I know I can help in
this area. It is important not only to protect our home front, but to establish ties
globally just as companies are doing to
attack the labor movement.
I assure you that if elected to the IEB,
I'll do my best to help protect and move
the ILWU and all the Southern California
locals into the best possible positions in
the future to protect this great Union and
the Brothers and Sisters who make this
Union what it is today. We are one of the
proudest and strongest Unions there is,
and there is no reason we can't become
stronger and prouder. With your votes, I
will listen to all the needs of all the locals
in the Southern California regions and to
my best to meet those needs.

Brothers and Sisters,
My name is John Tousseau, and I am
seeking re-election to the International
Executive Board (IEB). I have served for
nine years on the board, and feel that I
have served the entire rank and file of the
ILWU to the best of my ability.
I have been in the Union for 35 years,
20 years in Local 13, and 15 years in Local
63(Marine Clerks). I have served as on the
executive boards of both Locals 13 and 63
for most of my time in the industry. I have
also served as Vice-President and
President of Local 63, and have helped
negotiate the Safety contract (1987), and
helped negotiate the master contracts in
(1999 and 2002). I feel that I have the
knowledge and the ability to continue to
serve you, the rank and file of this great
union, for another term, and I am asking
you for your vote.
Our union faces many challenges over
the next few years, not only from outside
sources, but some from within. We must
continue to keep the ILWU as strong and
ready to meet all of these challenges.
I Love the ILWU, and I will always
fight for it. Plesase, if you feel I have
served you well enough in the past, I ask
you to give me your vote for the position
IEB.
Thank you, God Bless you, and GOD
BLESS THE ILWU.
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Northern California international Executive Board (Vote for three)

KEVIN GIBBONS
LOCAL 10

FRED PECKER
LOCAL 6
Brothers and Sisters,

LAWRENCE THIBEAUX
LOCAL 10

I am member of Local 10 and I am a
The recent ILWU Convention put for- current member of the International
ber who started as a casual on the San ward an ambitious program for the next Executive Board. I was nominated again at
the ILWU Convention as a candidate for
Francisco/Oaldand docks in the 1970s. I three years.
At the Convention it was clear that International Executive Board. Three
have been on the docks full-time since
1989. Since then,I served on the Executive the ILWU is affected by the world in which years ago I was elected to the International
Board of my Local for four years. I spent we all live. We have seen the harmful effect Executive Board and I am seeking your
one year as Business Agent and am cur- of government intervention in siding with support and vote to get re-elected to the
rently Vice-President. I have been a dele- the employers during the Longshore International Executive Board for the next
gate to our last two conventions and Division's contract fight. At the same time three years. I have served my local in many
numerous caucuses and served on the we (and all Americans) are suffering from positions including President, SecretaryNCDC. During the recent negotiations, I the lack of regulation and the outrageous Treasurer, Business Agent and Caucus and
Convention delegate many times.
was alternate negotiator for Local 10 and inflation in the cost of medical insurance.
To address these forces within our
I serve on the Longshore legislative
took on the role of Public Relations liaison
for Northern California after being elected society we must use our resources wisely, Action Committee (LLAC) and was in
to serve at the caucus. I participated in the and work with rest of the labor movement Washington D.C. last year lobbying against
initial Leadership, Education and and other progressive groups in our com- the Port Security legislation that call for
Development (LEAD) conference in Palm munities. We receive a benefit as we con- "criminal back ground check" which could
Springs and have taken numerous Labor tribute to the larger movement that we are denied some Longshore workers their jobs
Studies courses as well as AFL-CIO train- part of. We must heighten our efforts to because of past behavior. The LLAC also
ing. I also serve on the San Francisco work with the ranks of organized labor if Lobbied against government interference
we hope to turn our country around.
into the ILWU-PMA collective bargaining
Labor Council.
Programs like the LEAD Institute process and was able to get our legislators
Because I am a newer member of the
ILWU, I am committed to our continued should be expanded. This program brings from California, Oregon and Washington
growth and success into the future. I members from the various divisions and State to sent letters demanding that the
believe in the Labor Movement and the jurisdictions of the ILWU together. In so government NOT interfere.
The IEB needs to follow through on
strength inherent in working men and doing it improves our understanding ofthe
women running democratic unions. The differences within our organization, and the International Convention's policies
ILWU has a long and proud tradition of focuses us on our common goals. This pro- and make sure they are implemented—and
taking the high road and making the right gram is a success because the whole family that means organizing. We will not be able
choices even when such choices are unpop- has come to the table. We need a united to fight unless we grow, we will not be able
ular. I think our strength and prestige have voice to improve our contracts and our to win unless we grow and we will not be
able to survive for very long unless we
been built because we have seen ourselves communities.
We need a strong union, a union that grow. This is my number one priority.
as part of a larger social movement in this
The ILWU is facing an increasingly
country. I don't want to see that lost. Even speaks for the entire membership whether
in tough times, we need to be about some- working as a Supercargo on the waterfront hostile labor environment. Criminal back
thing more than our own narrow interests. or a sorter in the Recycling industry. I ground checks, government intervention
I also understand that nothing is as come from the Warehouse Division, and in collective bargaining, American jobs
simple as it seems. Complicated situations am proud to work with all divisions of our moving overseas, and new global trade
require tough decisions and I am prepared Union. I believe the union is strongest rules are all regulatory changes that
to make and stand by those decisions. I'm when we have representation from all divi- threaten our standard of living. The ILWU
not looking to be everybody's friend; I'm sions at the table - Maritime, Longshore has always been out front. As tough as
looking to do what I think is right for the and Warehouse. We must continue to things sometime are, as tough as they are
membership. I don't pretend to have all understand each other and work out a pro- going to get, we have optimism about the
the answers. Anyone who tells you they do gram which serves all members of our ability of the working men and women to
fight back. Experienced and committed
is either delusional or arrogant. What I am ILWU.
I have worked with all Northern CA leadership provides the membership with
willing to do is work hard, listen, ask questions, raise issues and fight for the integri- locals, in all jurisdictions. I hope to contin- the best protection from those who wish to
ty and honesty of the ILWU. I ask you to ue to do so. I appreciate the support I have take from us the good conditions we have
received from my brothers and sisters collectively achieved. I look forward to
give me that opportunity.
throughout this great union. I have been being of service to the members of the
molded by the rank & file democracy which ILWU as we go forward with the rest of the
is the ILWU. I hope to continue working labor movement in this struggle.
with you all to build a stronger ILWU that
Thank you for all your past support
maintains its roots of rank & file control, and I look forward to your support in this
local autonomy and a progressive social election.
Remember—vote is important—take
agenda for the whole family.
a moment to mark your ballot and drop it
in the mail—you can make a difference.

Sisters and Brothers:
I am a second-generation ILWU mem-

JOEL NEECKE
LOCAL 34
I am running for the International
Executive Board (again) because I think
there is more work that needs to be done.
During the past three years, the
International Executive Board has dealt
with various issues. This past year, the IEB
was presented with something very positive. The organizing department made a
presentation to the International
Executive Board outlining how organizing
could be extended beyond the Alameda
Corridor in Southern California to the area
east of the Corridor where the industrial
employers have moved. Many of these
employers were located in the port area of
Southern California and as the ports

expanded, these employers moved on to
eastern Los Angeles County. It appears
from this presentation that there is an
opportunity for our Union to expand.
In Northern California, this year will
be a time of tough bargaining for the warehouse locals. These locals will need all the
support they can get from the rest of the
ILWU. Unlike the ports, the "March
Inland," which used to mean off the waterfront, now means other states, many of
which have "right to work" laws. The
ILWU now must act in the political arena.
in the interest of preserving the work we
have and attempting to prevent anti-worker legislation from being passed. This
action will have to be taken at both the
Federal and State levels. In addition to voting, I ask all of you to contribute to the
ILWU Political Action Fund.

RICHARD CAVALLI
LOCAL 34
My name is Richard Cavalli and I am
asking for your support in my effort to win
election to one ofthe three positions on the
International Executive Board from
Northern California. Your vote is important to me and I wish to thank you in
advance for taking the time to read this letter I have written to you.
I have been a member of ILWU Local
34 Marine Clerks since 1971. Prior to that
I was a "B" registered Marine Clerk working under Local 34's jurisdiction. While a
member of my local it has been my privilege to hold the following offices: Stewards
Council member, Executive Board member, eight years as Vice President-Assistant
Business Agent, five years as PresidentBusiness Agent, one term on the
International Executive Board, 1991-94,
delegate to several Conventions and
Longshore Caucuses. While serving in
these offices I have handled grievances,
conducted arbitrations, negotiated local
contracts, served on Coast Safety
Negotiating Committees and I also served
as Local 34's representative on the Coast
Negotiating Committee as an alternate.
We have just finished our 32nd
Convention and I am convinced that in
spite of all the Employer attacks on our
Union we are in pretty good shape. The
financial state ofthe ILWU is better that it
has been in over a decade. The budget for
the next three years will cover those programs that are necessary for us to grow
and prosper. We have committed 30 percent of all per capita income to organizing,
and we will embark on an aggressive education campaign in order to show our rank
and file the realities of 21st Century unionism. The ILWU is going to engage in a
strengthened effort to forge international
contacts in order to deal with today's
multi-national employers. This will certainly aid our locals in negotiating contracts. The Convention also mandated that
the International offer to the locals a higher level of support than has been the ease
in the past. This action was taken as a
direct result of requests by several locals to
have International representatives present
at negotiating sessions for their contracts.
And the need for political action, both at
the local, state, and national level, is
stronger now than ever before.
I supported all of these actions when
they were debated at the Convention and it
is my intention to support all of the measures that the International Executive
Board will have to take in the next three
years in order to put these programs into
effect.
It has always been a point of pride
with me that I'm a member of this great
Union. The men and women of the ILWU
have always stood up to those who would
seek to destroy us and this union has
always been in the forefront on the issues
that effect working men and women in this
country It will be an honor to serve this
great rank and file and carry out the program laid out at the recently concluded
32nd Convention.
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Puget Sound international
Executive Board (Vote for two)

Columbia River Intl Executive Board (Vote for one)

JOHN RAPP
LOCAL 4
No statement provided.

MAX VEKICH, JR.
LOCAL 24

CONRAD SPELL
LOCAL 23

I am so proud of the way OUR
UNION stood up to the PMA and the Bush
Administration during the Longshore
Contract struggle. The 2002 battle was
another victory in the history of the ILWU
joining the battles of 1934, 1936, 1948 and
1971. Only the Unity and Discipline of the
rank and file made this happen. Key components of this victory were; leadership of
the Coast Committee, resolve of the
Negotiating Committee, work of the
Legislative Committee, intervention by
our Political Friends, inspiration by the
Pensioners, ground support from the AFLCIO and the support from our families and
our communities. It all made a difference—we all made a difference.
Where we go from here is the reason I
am running for the I.E.B. This great Union
we are part of is family; whether
Longshore, Warehouse, Hawaii, or
Do not doubt that the attack on us last
year, which at times bordered on criminal,
was a premeditated attack on Our Family.
To fight and win in the future, we to get
ready
As a Coast Legislative Action
Committee member I know we need to
strengthen our Political Action efforts to
survive! That means raising MORE PAC
dollars, working in campaigns, getting our
story out—BETTER PUBLIC RELATIONS. We need to remember our friends
and try to educate our enemies. If that
doesn't work, we need to replace our opponents at the polls. In Washington State,
Congressional Democrats and Governor
Locke stood by us. We need to remember
that. Republicans were with the other
side. Should we forget? Should we forgive?
The International Executive Board
helps guide the Union in between
Conventions. I have had opportunities
over the years to work with all parts of the
Union. From organizing efforts of Local 9
Warehouse to lobbying for Pro-worker
Legislation with the I.B.U. in Olympia.
Participating in seaport security committees with Locals 19 and 23, locally, and
questioning the Coast Guard in DC.
Helping Local 142 members with Sugar
lobbying in DC. On the picket line with
Local 5 Powell's workers. And the biggest
challenge, testifying for the ILWU before
Congress during the lockout.
My Dad, Max Vekich, Sr., the first
ILWU member in the family, told me,"Son
with an ILWU Union book in your pocket
you can do anything." He encouraged me
to work on the docks and join the Union
when and if the opportunity came. I was
lucky. I recognize that.
Like my dad, I am encouraged by the
next generation in our ranks—they really
stepped up in 2002. Two of those younger
members, Scott Reid and Willie Adams,
are finishing their terms on the IEB. They
made a difference in tough times. And I
am excited by the opportunity to work
with Conrad Spell, of Local 23. I couldn't
think of a better person to represent our
area on the IEB than Conrad. I would
appreciate your vote for the International
Executive Board. Let's go to work.

No statement or photo provided.

nternational Executive Board

Hawaii

ELI MIURA-LONGSHORE

PAM GREEN-GENERAL TRADES

TEDDY ESPELETA-PINEAPPLE

RICHARD KANIHO-TOURISM

JOHN EVANS
LOCAL 8
My name is John Evans and I am a
candidate for the International Executive
Board for the Columbia River Area. I have
been a registered longshoreman for 23
years out of Local 8, Portland.
I have represented Local 8 in the following offices: Business Agent, Labor
Relations Committee, Area Secretary,
Caucus Delegate, Trustee and Dispatcher.
I currently hold the offices of Dispatcher,
Trustee and Caucus Delegate for Local 8.
During my terms in office, I helped negotiate the In-House Grain Agreement, the
Portland-Vancouver Lines Agreement and
the Portland Cruise Ship Agreement.
At the Coast level I was the Budget
Chairman for three years. I have attended
seminars and classes, including the AFLCIO Organizing School, the Oregon Labor
Law Conference, Labor Arbitration
Institute class, and the ILWU SecretaryTreasurers' Conference.
My goal as Columbia River Area
Representative would be to work closely
with the locals so that I can understand
and be able to help bring their problems to
the table; to work with the Organizer, Jobs
With Justice and the Columbia River
Channel Deepening Project; and to be
accountable and available for all ILWU
members.

JERRY LAGAZO-SUGAR
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International Executive Board—Alaska
(Vote for one)

JOHN BUKOSKEY
LOCAL 200

PETE HENDRICKSON
ALASKA LONGSHORE DIVISION

Three years ago, you, the rank and file
I'm running for the Alaska
International Executive Board Position. brothers and sisters of Alaska, elected me
I've held the position for two terms. This to my first term as your International
position is a very important position for Executive Board representative. Thank
the Alaska Membership, as we are a long you for giving me the opportunity to serve
ways from San Francisco and the in that important capacity.
It has been a very educational experiInternational Union needs our input from
the various sectors of our Union. With ence for me, and I have worked very hard
Health Care being such a large part of to accomplish the goals I set at that time. I
Local 200 along with the cold storage, pub- have learned much about the other Units
lic services, and longshore of which the and Divisions around the state, and have
Local represents, they need a representa- always sought to convey your problems
tive on the Executive Board that is and concerns to the IEB,the International
Officers and staff. Along the way I have
involved with all industries.
Our membership in Local 200 spreads established a good working relationship
from Dutch Harbor to Ketchikan and I've with many people in the ILWU, great peobeen involved with representing the mem- ple from Canada, the West Coast and
bership in all areas of Alaska. I have per- Hawaii, as well as internationally with our
sonal knowledge of the industry and their brothers and sisters in other countries.
I instituted for the first time regular
Agreements as being involved in negotiating almost every one of those Contracts announcements of upcoming IEB meetings
since 1984. Before that, I was an and follow up reports to all Units and
International Representative and a part of Divisions on the results of those meetings.
my area of responsibility included Alaska An engaged and well informed rank and
and I was in that position from 1976 to file is essential to the health of the ILWU,
1991. My experience is long ranging and and if re-elected I will continue to work to
invaluable as far as knowing the impor- include everybody in the affairs of this
tance for the position and having that great Union.
In these troubled times, not just for
knowledge when dealing with the complex
Longshore but for all Union members, it
issues we in Organized Labor face today.
Finally, I can't express the importance is especially important to circle our wagofour Alaska Membership by participating ons and seek unity both within our own
in this election and voting. As was proven ranks and among other potential allies. I
in the last election, if more of our members will continue to build bridges wherever it
would have participated, the out come will help to advance the goals of the
would have been different. Your vote is ILWU. Clearly, we cannot stand alone and
very important and can make a difference, expect to survive.
And I have spent much of my time
as only one vote separated the two candidates in the last election. I'm asking for promoting organizing, not just for
your support and vote in this election for Longshore but for all of us in Alaska,
the Alaska International Executive Board including industries we don't currently
represent. As a result of our efforts, we
Position.
now have a commitment for a full time
Alaskan organizer, and an office in
Anchorage if necessary to build our jurisdiction throughout the state. This is
absolutely critical to our collective well
being, and I will continue to help see that
our organizing efforts succeed. Alaska
WILL be bigger, stronger and better than
we have ever been, with your support.
Finally, I guess it's customary to
describe the experience I bring to this position. Over the last 14 years I have served
as Labor Relations Committee member,
Assistant Business Agent, Business Agent,
Statewide Safety Officer, Alaskan representative on the Coast Safety Committee,
International representative to the
National Safety Council, and representative of the International Transport
Workers' Federation (ITF) in the Aleutian
Islands. Along the way I have participated
in a number of arbitrations and contract
negotiations, and have attended the last
four International Conventions as well as
numerous Coast Longshore Division
Caucuses, all on behalf of Alaska. I have
also spent a lot of time with our compatriots from a number of other countries, in
the belief that our salvation lies in our ties
to the international labor community
I love this Union,and I love this work.
Please allow me to continue to work for
you by giving me your vote for the IEB.

California Coast
Committeeman

Northwest Coast
Committeeman

(Vote for one)

(Vote for one)

RAY ORTIZ, JR.
LOCAL 13

JOE WENZL
LOCAL 19

The past six years working together
with President Spinosa, Vice-President
McEllrath and three years with Coast
Committeeman Wenzl have been invaluable in equipping me to continue to effectively represent the entire Longshore
Division. During the Contract 2002 struggle the Coast Committee along with the
Negotiating Committee worked to achieve
our demands surrounding the Welfare and
Pension plans along with the issues surrounding Jurisdiction, Safety and Wages.
The Titled Officers, Coast Committeemen
and the Negotiating Committee were
faced with not only a Corporate PMA
strategy, we were also dealing with
Government intervention that led to the
first-ever imposition of a Taft-Hartley
injunction on locked-out dockworkers.
Along with the government intervention, we had the WCWC; led by Robin
Lanier putting on a PR Campaign that
misled the public to believe the ILWU
workers were responsible for the infrastructure and port congestion. As well as
the continuous false reports from
Corporate owned media stating the inaccurate proceedings of the Collective
Bargaining process.
During today's high costs of medical
benefits, the ILWU successfully maintained our welfare package and increased
our pension benefit by over 50%,as well as
continue the past practice of including our
pensioners and widowers with welfare
benefits and an increase in their pension
plan.
In the 2002 MOU we successfully
negotiated a Clerk's technology package,
which protected our jurisdiction in this
day and age of constant replacement of
workers by computers and technology.
The wages received and new skill levels
were not part of the collective bargaining
process, but were presented as a last and
final offer by the PMA. With an eightynine percent acceptance level voted coastwise by the membership, it speaks for
itself.
We continue to be involved in the
issues of Registration, which in the last
three years we have registered over 1900
new Class B limited registered members
Coastwide. On the issue of one-door policy
and Clerk transfers, as we speak PMA is
denying the process to work due to concerns of technology impacts and now having to deal with the new Clerk's guarantee
section. At this point, this will probably be
resolved through the Arbitration process.
Our policies with Section 13.2
(Discrimination), ADA and our new policy
USERRA (Military Act) has made a drastic change in the lawsuits filed against the
International and at the Local level.
Over the course of this six-year
agreement (MOU) we have time to educate our membership on the challenges
that lie ahead. With the National
Election, Homeland Security, Patriot Act
II, Port Security and the ongoing struggles with terrorism and the National
Economy, the ILWU must play a leading
role in the fight to organize the voices for
working families.
As the Coast Committeeman, I will
continue to support the programs in the
International arena, Political Action, and
organizing that has proven the strength
of the ILWU. I'm committed to keeping
us part of the process. I appreciate your
continued support in my role as Coast
Committeeman.

It has been my privilege to serve the
past three years as your Northwest Coast
Committeeman. I was pleased to be nominated, unopposed, for a second term.
In recent negotiations, our Longshore
Division, through Coastwise Solidarity,
determined, disciplined, and strong leadership survived the most concentrated
employer attack against the ILWU in
decades. It is a tribute to this Longshore
generation that we were able not only to
persevere, but that we negotiated a good
contract that improves the condition of
the entire Longshore Division; our active
members, their families and our retirees.
The attack against the ILWU will not
stop simply because we have a contract.
The employer and his cohorts in government and elsewhere will continue seeking
new ways to undermine the strength of
the ILWU. They will not stop until we
make them stop. Your Coast Committee, of
which I am a proud member, presented to
the Caucus, a "New Direction" to counter
the aggression of PMA against us. The
Coast Committee Report and Caucus
amendments outlined new and improved
programs in many areas. A new emphasis
was placed on our education programs at
both the Coast and Area/Local levels.
These programs will help teach contract,
and grievance and arbitration procedures.
The renewed commitment of the
Division to the political arena is essential
to our progress as a union. We must continue the growth and development of our
legislative programs.
Strengthening our relationships with
other labor union organizations and local
community groups will continue to be a
key element of our long term goals. The
support of the Teamsters, ILA and especially the AFL-CIO, who were very helpful
in the past, will be even more important in
the future. The ILWU must step up to its
position of leadership in the labor movement, both nationally and internationally.
Commitment to our international
affiliations will be of increasing importance in the future. The ITF and IDC will
continue to gain importance as we solidify
ourselves against multi-national corporations that are united against labor, not
only in the U.S. but worldwide. Global capitalism must be met by International
Labor Solidarity
Our Longshore Division is beginning
public relations and research programs.
These programs will coordinate with communities and other stake holders in the
industry. This will help counteract media
bias and inaccuracies experienced in
recent negotiations.
The administration of the PCL&CA,
the protection and growth of our Welfare
and Pension funds, and the security of our
collective work jurisdictions are among
the most important functions of the Coast
Labor Relations Committee. Improved
communications with locals and officials
will continue to be a high priority We
must continue to expand our jurisdiction
and organize our industry all the way
through the Transportation Corridors.
Finally, it is an honor to represent the
Longshore Division ofthe ILWU. Together
we must achieve new levels of national
labor unity and solidify the ILWU as a
leader of this movement. I offer the division honesty, integrity and accountability.
I ask for your support and your vote.

